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C I W T E R  I 
INTRODUCTION 
Chickpea (Cicer ar ie t i~~c~nr L), is the only cultivated species of the 
genus Cicer, belongs to the tribe Cicereae Alef. of family, 
Leguminosae. Considering area under production, it is the third most important 
food legume crop in the world after dry bean (Phaseolus uulgnris L.) and dry pea 
(Pisum satiuum L.). Chickpeas are grown annually in an area of about 10.7 
million ha. with a production of approximately 7.7 million tons and is an  
important source of protein particularly in the Indian subcontinent. India, 
Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal together account the 76% of world's chickpea 
production and 80% of area (FAO, 199%). Among the twelve major pulse crops 
grown in India, chickpea stands first with a contribution of 28% to total pulse 
area and 34% to total pulse production (FAO, 1992). 
Area under the cultivation of chickpea 
Sourco. F A 0  year books 
Production of chickpea 
10,000 
World Aam $$ij Ind. 
Source. F A 0  year books 
-, Yield of chickpea 
Source: F A 0  year books 
Figure 1 :Comparative data of area, production and Yieldof chickpea 
for world, asia and India 
Increased yield, which is a major goal in chickpea breeding, can be 
a 2hieved by breeding for various objectives including incorporation of resistance 
to diseases, insects and nematodes, as well as tolerance to environmental 
stresses such as cold, heat, drought and salt (Singh,1987). More than 50 
diseases causing pathogens have been reported on chickpea so far from different 
parts of the world (Nene ,1990)) out of which some very serious diseases, in order 
of importance, are: Ascochyta blight, Fusarium wilt, Botrytis gray mould, Rlack 
root rot, Phytopthora root rot, and Pythiurn root rot. Ascochyta blight damage 
in Pakistan resulted in severe shortage ofpulses and required $US 7.43 million 
worth of import in 1982183 (Malilr 1984). Fusariurn wilt causing 10% loss in  
yield has been regular feature in chickpea growing states of India (Singh and 
Dahiya, 1973). Likewise anestin~atcd allnualloss of$US 1 million was reported 
in Palustan (Sattar et nl., 1953). 'l'his disease is considered to hc the main cause 
of failure for the winter crop in different parts of the world (Ryth et nl., 1980) 
Botrytis gray niold was responsible for heavy losses in the Indo-Gangetic plains 
of India during 1979182 (Grewal Sc Laha, 1983). 
Most important insect pest of chickpea is pod borer (Heliothisnrmigera 
Hubner) which damages up to 20% of the crop (Reed et al., 
1987). Unfortunately, most of the genotypes selected for the resistance against 
pod borer from the germplasm have been found to be very susceptible to 
Fusarium wilt. Leaf miner is another important insect pest of chickpea. Kay 
(1979) indicated that crop losses caused by the leaf miner in USSR range from 
10-40%. Cyst nematode infests about 24% of chickpea crop in major chickpea 
growing areas of Syria (Greco et al., 1984). But no resistant source from the 
present germplasm collection has been found for the cyst nematode (Greco, 
1987). 
The use of resistant cultivars is the best method to minimize the loss, 
since the other methods are either impractical or not economically 
feasible. Identification of stable genetic source with tolerance or resistance to 
various root rots, wilt, and Ascochyta blight should be one of the major 
objectives in Cicer breeding. One of the main reasons for slow progress through 
breeding of chickpea is the efforts of breeders in the past with a narrow genetic 
base (Singh, 1987). Utilization of wild species in breeding prograin is one 
method designed to introduce additional gernlplasm into cultivated varieties 
(Stalker, 1980). Frey (1983) reported that an increase in biomass and yield 
potential by introduction of alien gernlplasnl in advanceti breeding lines, using 
wide hybridization in oats, barley, sorghum and pearl millet. Such an approach 
may be profitable in chickpea (Singl~; 1987). Increasing ~~urnhcrs  of breeding 
programs arc utilizing wild related gerinplasm for crop irllproveme~lt (Harlan, 
1976). 
When the gerniplasrn collection of chickpea were utilized, scientists 
found that these collectio~ls of chickpea do not have the desired genes for solrlc 
of the valuable characters, such as three or four flowers per peduncle or four or 
five seed per pod, but these traits are present in wild Cicer species (Singh, 1987). 
In last two decades, the situation has changed and now breeders have access to 
a large number of germplasm accessions of wild Cicer species (Malhotra et al., 
1987). When the annual wild species and chickpea cultivars were screened 
against the resistance for various biotic and abiotic stresses a t  ICARDA, Syria, 
sources of resistance were found for Ascochyta blight, leaf miner, seed beetle, 
cyst nematode, and cold. Wild species are the only source of resistance so far to 
32ed beetle and cyst nematode and they have higher levels of resistance than the 
cultivated species for Ascochytn blight, leaf miner, and cold (ICARDA, 
1989). Several other earlier reports showed the presence of resistance in the 
wild Cicer species (Table I). 
The genus Cicer includes 42 known wild spccics including 9 annual 
ones, which are a valuable source of variability for various desirable traits 
available to hrccders (van dcr Maesen, 1'387). 'l'hcsc wild genes can o11ly be 
u s c f ~ ~ l  if they can be transferred to cultivated chickpea. The e f i r t s  required to 
transfer cven a single gene from a wild to n cultivated species is oftcn very 
extensive, and qunntitative traits are cvcn morc difficult to transfer (Stalker, 
1980). 
Genetic relationships among the scvcrl annuel Ciccr spccies depending 
upon tkeir irltcrspecific crossability has been rcportcd by L,adizinsky and Adler 
(1976a, b), which is very usef~il in utilization of wild species for thc transfer of 
desirable traits from wild to cultivated Ciccr. The knowledge available for other 
Cicer species is meager, because interspccific hybrids are difficult to produce 
anlong many of them (Pundir and van der Maesen, 19831, and more efforts are 
needed on the crossability among the various wild Cicer spccies. Since most of 
the wild Cicer species are not cross compatible with C. arietinum (chickpea) or 
between themselves, concerted efforts are required to overcome barriers to 
interspecific hybridization (Malhotra et al., 1987). 
The wild annual Cicer species have greater potential as a source of 
utilizable germplasm than the perennial wild Cicer species, because the annual 
habit ofplants are thought to have evolved from primitive perennial forms, and 
cultivated Cicer was supposed to have evolved from an  annual wild 
11e 1 Reported sources of resistance in wild Cicer species to biotic and abiotic constraints. 
lecies Observations Source 
reticulatunz Resistant to Ascochyta blight. Reddy and Nene (1978) 
Singh et al. (1981a) 
Resistance to seed beetle ICARDA (1989) 
echinospermum Tolerant to Ascochyta blight, leaf miner and cold ICARDA (1989) 
Resistance to seed beetle 
pinnatifidum Resistant to Ascochyta blight 
Tolerant to cold 
judaicum Resistant to botrytis grey mould 
Kesistnr~t o Ascochyta blight 
Resistancr to leaf miner 
T o l n a r ~ t  o cold 
Tolerant to Ascochyta blight 
Seed-size 9 g/lOO seeds. 
l ' o l e r a ~ ~ t  to leaf mincr 
r,? 
Resistance seed heetle 
Resistance to cold 
Resistance to cyst nematode 
chorassarticunt Resistance to leaf miner 
cuneatunl Tolerent to Ascochytn blight 
Good vigour, 3 seeds 
Resistance to seed beetle 
yamashitae Tolerant to leaf miner 
ICAKDA (1989) 
Sandhu (l980a.b) 
Singh et ul. (1981a) 
ICARDA (1989) 
Singh el 01. (198Pa) 
Sandhu ct  (11. (l980a,b) 
Singh rt (11. (198111) 
ICARDA (1989) 
ICARDA (1989) 
Sand1111 et (11 (198la) ICARDA 
(1988) 
van der M:lrsen and Purld~r (1984) 
ICARDA (1989) 
ICAKUA (1989) 
ICAKDA (1989) 
ICAKDA (1989) 
Sirlgh ct nl. (1981a) 
ICARDA (1989) 
Singh rt nl. (1981a) 
ICARDA (1988) 
1CAKL)A (1989) 
species. Considering insufficie~lt availability of the information on the barriers 
of interspecific hybridization and interrelationship among various annual 
species of Cicer, present study was pla~med with following major objectives: 
1. To produce interspecific hybrids between annual Cicer. species 
2. To evaluate pre-fertilization barriers t o  interspecific hybridization 
3 . To rescue interspecific hybrid embryos through i n  ottro methods 
4. To characterize parents and hybrids using mo~-phological, cytological, 
and scanrli~lg electron microscope studies of pollen grains and 
5 .  To understand the interrelationships among thc anilual Cyicer species. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
CIW'L'ER I1 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1 'I'AXONOMX AND BIOSYSTEMKl'ICS OF GENUS Cicer 
Old world domesticated chickpea (Cicer arietirturn L.) is one of the first 
grain legumes, grown mainly in central and west Asia, south Europe, Ethiopia 
and north Africa (van der Maesen, 1987). The genus Cicer L. is a member of the 
family Leguminosae and subfamily Papilionoideae. It was earlier classified in  
the tribe Vicieae Br. along with genera Pisum, Lens, Vicia, Lnthyrus, and 
Vauilovia (Hutchinson, 1964; Gunn, 1969). Recent evidences using various lines 
of investigations viz., somatic chromosome number (Ramanujam, 1976), pollen 
grain ultra structure (Gapochka, 1974; Clarke and Kupicha, 1976), seed 
morphology and testa topography (Lersten and Gunn, 19811, disulfide-linked 
subunits of legurnin (Vairinhos and Murray, 1982, 1983), interphase nuclear 
structure (Pata~drar  and Ranjekar, 1984), secdlillg morphology (Nozzolillo, 
1985), and chemical structure of Isoflavil~oids (Ingliam, 1981), recommended the 
removal of Cicer from Vicienc and placement in the nlonogeneric tribe Ctcereae 
Alef.(Kupicha, 198 1). 
The genus Cicer comprises 43 species, of which 9 are aiulual, 33 
perennial and one, C. lneturn Rass & Sharip., with unspecified status (van der 
Maescn, 1987). Thc rune annual species of the genus Cicer arc: (:. a r i e t i n u ~ ? ~  
L., C. rc~~tculc~turn Lad., C. t3ci~ir~osj1crnzum Davis, C. pilzlzr~tlfitlr~??~. *J.& S., 
C. jr~daicunt Bniss., C. b(jugu~n Rich., C. cunetrtutn ltich., C. chorassnn~icunt 
(Uge.) M.Pop., and ('. yamas1z.ilne liit.. All annual species are diploid with 211=16 
chromosome number. Cicer nrietinu7n. is the only cult.ivatcd species in tlus 
genus. 
Cicer nrietinr~tn exhibits marked variation in rcspect t o  seed size, seed 
coat colour, seed sirface, cotyledon colour, flower colour, size of' leaflets, 
height etc. Based on the size, shape and coloration of seeds and flower petals, 
chickpea is  divided into two major types, habuli and desi. Kabuli is 
characterized by large round seeds, thin, white or pale cream seed coat and 
white flower petals, whereas, desi refers t o  smaller, angular seeds with thick 
seed coat and differently pigmented seed coat, and petals. Both types are easily 
crossable with each other (Auckland and van der Maesen, 1980). 
There are many agronomically desirable traits present in both annual 
and perennial wild Cicer species. Resistance to ascochyta blight, has been found 
in  Cicer judaicurn, C. pinnatifidum, C. reticulaturn, C. anatolicum a n d  
C. montbretti (Sandhu, 1980a; 1980b; Singh et al., 1981), while C. bi,iugum, 
C. cuneatum and C. yamashitae are reported a s  tolerant to ascochyta 
blight. Singh et n1. (1982), and Madhu and Bedi (1986) reported that  
C. judnicz~nz and C. pinnatifidunt possess resistance to botrytis grey mold. Nene 
and Haware (1980) reported that C. juctaicurn carries resistance to fusarium 
wilt. Tolerance to cold was found in Cicer ntirrophyllunz (van der Maesen and 
Pundir, 1984). The wild species also show genetic variability for plant habit and 
mol-phology, protein content and adaptation to stress environments such as  
drought andinfertile habitats (van der Maesen and Pundir, 1984). (:. cr~r~entr~rn 
produces more than three seeds per pod (Sing11 et al . ,  1981). 
Llespite wild Cicer spp. hcing valuable source of desirahlc traits for 
chickpea improvement (van der Maescn and Pundir, 19841, little evaluation 
work has been done so far 011 tlic wild species, because of their poor adaptability 
;it I(:AlWA (Aleppo, Syria) and ICRISAT (Patancheru, India), whcrc most 
accessions of thcsc species are ~naintained (Table 2 ) .  
2.1.1 CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES IN GENUS Cicer- 
Cytogenetic informatiorl is very valuable to plant breeders Tor 
understanding the chromosome structure and behavior in a species, and is 
relevant in the nlanipulation of sets of chromosomes, individual chrornosome(s) 
or clu-omosomal segment(s) in order to maximize achievements in crop 
improvement. In chickpea, there is an increasing amount of cytogenetical 
information being generated from research program. Dornbrovsky-Sludsky 
(1927) was first to report mitotic studies in C. nrietinum. Since then, many 
workers have investigated chromosome number and morphology of chickpea. It  
has now been well established that chickpea has sixteen chromosomes in its 
somatic cell (2n=16), although early studies sometimes indicated 2n=14 
(Table 3). 
Table 2 Wild Cicer species in Collection at lCRlSAT and ICARDA 
Species Number of accessions at Origin 
ICRISAT ICARDA 
Annuals 
C. bijugum 5 2 Turkey 
C. ctiorassanicum 3 3 Afghanistan 
C. cuneatum 1 0 Ethiopia 
C. echinospermurn 4 0 Turkey 
C. judaicuni 4 3 Lebanon 
C. pinnatifidunl 6 5 Turkey 
C. reticulatum 4 1 Turkey 
C. yamashitae 
Perennials 
C. anatolicum 
C. floribundum 
C. micropt~ylluni 
C. montbretii 
C. pungens 
3 1 Afghanistan 
3 1 Turkey 
1 0 Turkey 
8 0 India 
2 2 Turkey 
9 6 Afghanistan 
C. rechingeri 1 0 Afghanistan 
Table 3 Chromosome number reported in wild Cicer species 
Annuals 
16 1,adizinsky a n d  Adler 1976a,b 
Sharrnn and  Gupta  1983, 1986 
References Species 
C. ec l~ i r~ospern~n  tt l  16 Lzidizinsky arid Adlcr 1976a,b 
Chromosome 
number (2n) 
16 lyengnr 1939 
Mercy ct nl. 1974~1 
Ladizirlsky Lund Adlcr 197613 
Shnrrnn n ~ l d  Guptn 1983, 10863 
1 6 van der Muchen 1972 
L:ldizir~sky a n d  A d l ~ r  197Gb 
Shnrln:i :irid (hiptn 1983, 1986 
16 vat1 d r ~  Mxesen 1072 
Lndizinsky and  Acller 197611 
Sh;irrr~:i :i11(1 ( iuptn l083,1984,l!f86 
16 Ahnlad and S1i11k;irtl 
111 varl der Mncsc.11 1987 
Perennials 
(2. c~nntolir:r~.r~~ 14,16 v:m der  Mncser~ 1972 
C. cc~ncrrierlsc 24 Santos  Guerra  and Lewis 1986 
C. floribundurt~ 14 Cont,nnrlriopoulos e t  al .  1978 
C. heterophylum 16 Contilrldriopoulos e t  al .  1972 
16 Cont,nndriopoulos e t  al .  1972 
varr der Mnesen 1972 
C, isr~uricurn 16 Cont:~ndriopoulos e t  al. 1972 
C. soorzgnricunt 14 Iyengar 1939 
16 Mercy e t  al. 1974a 
Dombrovsky-Sludsky (1927) reported the diploid chromosome number 
in chickpea as 211-14. This was endorsed by Hao (1929), Frallm-Leliveld (19571, 
Singh (1964)) and Furnkranz (1968). Dixit (1932b) observed that the diploid 
chromosonle number i~lclesi cultivar Type-22 was 14; however, the gigas mutant 
of that cultivilr had 2n=16. Later, Thomas and Revel1 (1946) found there is no 
difference in chro~nosorne number between normal and gigas typc, both had 
211=16 chromosomes. 
Dixit (1932a), who investigatedmitosis and meiosis of two tlcsi and two 
knhulz lines, reported that the diploid chromosome number in tlcsi typc was 14, 
while in lznbuli type it was 16 Dixit (1932b) considerod k n l ~ u l ~  tyl~t>, which he 
designated as C. hctbulicunt, with large white flowers and secds, to l~avc  
originated as a chromosomal rrlutation from a small, white sceded linc. Cobley 
(1 956) supported nixit (1932a, 1932b) 21nd ohserved that the haploid 
chromosome ~lurnber in tlesr and ltnbuli types to be 7 and 8, 
respcctivcly. However, subsequent workers, including Vyas and Mehrotra 
(1963) and Sharnla (1983) reporled that the chromosome number in hot11 desi 
and Knbuli types was invaria1)ly 211=16. Iyengar (1939) studied somatic and 
meiotic divisions in 30 lines of chickpea. Although these lines were from 
different locations and varied phenotypically, in all cases the chromosome 
number was invariably2n= 16. This was confirmed by a majority oflater reports 
(Ramanujam and Joshi, 1941; h e d  et nl., 1952; Phadnis, 1970; Sohoo et al., 
1970; Deromedis and Ochoa, 1974; Mercy et al., 1974a; Ladizinsky and Adler, 
1976a, 1976b; Ahmed and Godward, 1980; Sharma and Gupta, 1982; and 
Lavania and Lavania, 1983)(Table 3). 
2.1.2 KARYOMORPHOLOGICAL STUDIES IN GENUS Cicer 
The chickpea karyotype that has emerged from cytological 
investigations (Gupta and Bahl, 1983) as quoted by Bahl(1987) "is: 
1. A pair of very long chromosomes, distinctly satellited and 
submetacentlic. 
2. Six pairs of metacentric to suhmctacentric chromosomes 
3 . A pair of very short ~ne t ace~ l t~ i c  chromosomes." 
L)om'hrovsky-Sludsky (1927) reported that all chromosomes of Cicer 
ar ie t i~~unz  were attached to the nucleolus. Latcr, based on cytological 
investigations on 30 lines of chickpea, Iycngar (19.39) concluded h a t  four 
chromosomes were attached to the nucleolus during propllasc. However, a 
review of thc studies, iricluding those of Mccnakslli and Subramaniarn (1963a) 
b), Vyas and Malhotra (1963)) Mercy ct tcl. (1!174a), Ahmed and (iodward (1980), 
and Sllarma and Gupta (1982), leaves little doubt that orlly two chro~nosonles 
arc attached to the riuclcolus. 
Phadnis (1970) rcported general homogeneity of  chromosome 
conlplenlents among seven morphologically distinct cultivars of 
chickpea. However, he felt that variations among these cultivars with regards 
to the position of primary and secondary constrictions and the length of the 
chromosomes could be used as criteria for identifying the cultivars 
cytologically. Ahrned and Godward (1980)investigated three chlckpealines and 
rcported small chromosomal differences among them with respect to length of 
chromosomes, and arm ratio. Kutarekar and Wanjari (1983) conducted 
karyomorphological studies on 12 chickpea lines which differed 
morphologically. Each line was characterized by its own karyotype. Total 
chromatin length of haploid complement of the lines ranged from 25.5 to 
36.7 pm. 
Vyas and Malhotra (1963) measured chromosome length, a rm ratio and 
chromatin length per cell in one kabz~li and onc desl cultivar of chickpea. They 
claimed that  the two cultivars diflered significantly in churacters such as  total 
chromatin length, the position of centromcrc, size of cl~rorr~osornes and a r m  
ratio. Other researchers, however, observed no significant differences in the 
two types of chickpea. On the basis of cytological studies on four cultivars, two 
each ofknbuli and tlesi types, Kharkwal (1978) reported that, in general, there 
was a close similarity in  the morphology of the cl~rornoso~ncs in both types of 
cultivars. Shar~rla (1983) subjected six cllickpeil lines, two lznhuli and four drsi ,  
to lcaryotypic analysis using root tip mitosis, and observed rlo significant 
variation among different lines. 
Almost all the cytological studies designed to show dilTercnccs and 
similarities among ' the  cultivars of chickpea, have reported a general 
homogeneity in respect to overall morphology of the chromosonle 
conlplernents. At the same time, small chromosomal differences recorded may 
be real, or may be partly due to artifacts of technique. Uahl(1987) postulated 
that  the differences might be due to small clromosomal changes in different 
microclimatcs. 
2.1.3 SATELLJTED CHROMOSOMES IN GENUS Cicer 
Chickpea is most often reported to have one pair of satellited 
chromosome, but there have been reports of two pairs. One pair of satellited 
chromosome was reported by Dombrovsky-Sludsky (19271, Meenakshi and  
Subramaniarn (19601, Vyas and Mehrotra (1963), Mercy et al. (1974a), Ahrned 
and Godward (19801, Sharma and Gupta (1982) and Lavania and Lavania 
(1983). The satellite was observed on the longest chromosome pair by many 
workers (Mecnakshl and Subramaniam, 1962; Phadnis, 1970; Mercy et al., 
1974a; Almed and Godward, 1980; Kutarekar and Wanjari, 1983; Lavania and 
Lavania, 1983; Sharma, 1983). Phaduis (1970) observed that  the longest pair 
of chromosomes had a satellite a t  the short arm, whereas, Sharma (1983) found 
a satellite attached to the long arm of the longest pair of clromosome. 
Meenakshi and Subramaniarn (1962) investigated different roots and 
cells within the same root of chickpea and observed a11 intergrade between two 
pairs of chromosomes wit,h a ~lorxnal satellite and others with tandcr-n 
satellites,i.e, two satellites are attached to tllc same chromosome. Phadnis 
(1970) observed satellites in two pairs of chromosomes in cv. N 59 and in hot11 
arms of one chromosome pair in cv. NP 100. Double satellited chro~nosomcs 
wcrc first reported by Phadlus and Narlrhcdc (196'3). Kharkwal(1978) observed 
one and two pairs of' satellited chromosomes in Jznbuli and dcsi types, 
respectively. Kutarekar and Wanjtiri (1983) investigated seven cultivars of 
chickpea and reported that  two cultivars, i.c, N 59 and K S  11, had two pairs of 
satellite clromosomes while the remaining five had only one such pair 
(Table 4). 
2.2 CYTOLOGICAL AND KARYOMORPHOLOGICAL STUDIES I N  
GENUS Cicer 
Cytological information on different Cicer species, other than 
C. arietinum, is restricted only to chromosome count, with little information on 
karyotype or pachytene analysis. All Cicer species except C. pungens, 
C. montbretii, C. soongaricurn, and C. anatolicum have 2n=16. The diploid 
chromosome number was reported to be 14 in C. pungens, both 16 and 24 in  
C. montbretii, and 14 and 16 in  C. soongaricum and C. anatolicum, respectively. 
From the foregoing account of cl~romosome number in  different Cicer 
species, i t  is clear that  the most common somatic chromosome number is 
211=2x=16. Deviation froin 16 to 14 reported may be erroneous, a s  was shown 
in C. arietinunt and C. soo?~garicum. Mercy et 0 1 .  (1974a), based on their study 
on Cicer arietinum, C. soo?zgaricum, and C. pinnatifidum, argued that  2n=14 
chromosoille plants would be rare, and such plants might not survive in 
nature. Thus the basic chroinosomc ilumber for C i c ~ r  is probably 
x=8. According to Itamanujam (1976), this basic number does not agree with 
basic number (x=7) for the tribe Viciecre in which Cicer is placed, but would 
agrce with tribe YFifolieae. 
On the basis of interphasc iluclear structure in I,egurrGnosae, Patardrar 
and Ranjekar (1984) supported Ramu~~ujarn  o the question of placement of 
C i r ~ r  ill tribe Vicieae. Thcy observed that  C~ccr  showed chrorlloceiltric structure 
with about 12'h condensed chromatin. Earlier, Lerstcil and Gunn (1981) also 
supported transfer ~f Circr from Vicieac! to the rrlonogenelic Cicrr-eae on the 
basis of scanning electron microscopic studies. 
Karyotypic studies conducted on Ctcer species have brought out some 
interesting varietal and specific characteristics about chromosome 
morphology. Iyengar (1939) studied 2 lines of C, soongaricunt, and 30 lines of 
C, nrtetinum and compared his observations with that  of Avdulov's (1937) on 
C. pinnatifidunt. Iyengar (1939) reported that, in the above three species, there 
were marked size differences between the chromosomes, the shortest pair being 
about one-third of the length of the longest pair. The chromosolne complement 
of C. soongaricum was the largest and that of C. pinnatifidum was the smallest, 
however, C. arietinum falling in between. Later, Mercy et al .  (19744 confirmed 
the observations of Iyengar and reported the average chromosome length in 
C. soongaricum,C. arietinum andC. pinnatifidum to be 2.70,2.68, and 2.48 pm, 
respectively. According to their study, the chromosome complement of 
C'. arietinurn consists of two long, four medium, one short and one very short 
pair of chromosomes, whereas, tha t  of C, soongaricunz was rnade up of two long, 
three medium, two short and one very short pair of chromosomes. Rased on 
chromosome measureinents in  t l ~ r e c  varieties of chickpea, Ahmad and Godward 
(1980) nurnberecl chromosomes fi-om 1 to 8 in order of decreasing size of the 
cl~rornosomes, and observed a size ratio hetween pair one and pair eight. 
2.3 MEIOTIC CHROMOSOME ASSOCIATION IN GENUS Cicel- 
Few ~nciotic studies on chickpea and related Cicbcr species have been 
conclucted to cletcrinine the morphology ; ~ n d  bcli;~vior of individual 
chromosomes. lyengar (1!):39) and 'l'llomas and lZevcll (1946) obscrvccl tha t  
illeiosis in C. n r ~ c t i l ~ u n ~  is charactcrizcd by extrernc diffused stage in diplotcrrc 
and secondary association in metaphase 1. Based on his filidirljis of secondary 
association, constant attachment of four chromosorncs to the nucleolus and thc 
presence of four satellites, Iycngar considered C. nrletinum to be a n  
allotetraploid with duplication of chromosorncs that  took place during 
evolution. From karyotypic studies on seven cultivars of chickpea, Phadnis 
(1970) found chickpea to be diploid and ruled out the possibility of this species 
being tetraploid. Mercy el nl., (1974a) who conducted meiotic studies on 
C. arietinum, C. soongnricurn, and C. pinnatificlum. reported that  meiosis with 
eight bivalents a t  metaphase I was normal in all three species. However, a 
precocious disjunction of one or two pairs of chromosomes a t  metaphase I was 
observed i n  C. nrietinum. Ladizinsky and Adler (1976a, 1976b) studied meiosis 
i n  six Cicer species, viz., C. arietinum, C. echinospermunt, C. reticulaturn, 
C, pinnatifidurn, C. juctaicum a n d  C. bQugum. Meiosis was observed to be 
regular with eight bivalents in  all the species. The number of chiasmata per cell 
was 14.2 i n  Cicer reticulatunt, 11.1 i n  C. echinospernturn, 10.0 in  C. bgugum, 9.8 
in C. pinrtatifidunt and 10.1 i n  C. arietinum. 
Sharma (19831, and Sharma and Gupta (1.983), studied chromoson~e 
association and chiasmata frequencies in Ctcer chorassar~icunz, C. cuneatunz, 
C. nrietinunz, C. bijugunt, C. jutlaicurn, C,'. pinnntifirlurn, and C. reticulatum. In 
all the seven species, meiosis was regular and no meiotic abnormality was 
obsel-ved, although precocious disjunction of one large bivalent was noticed i n  
some species. Chiasma frequencies were found to be independent of 
chromosome length which was at tr ibuted part ly to lcaryotypic 
asymmetry. Mean chiasma frequency per cell was 15.5 in C. bijugum, 14.0 i n  
C. uuneaturn, 13.0 in  C. chorns.sc~r1icr~m and C. ~~itzrzr~tifitll~r?~,, 12.8 in  
(I. nrietirzum, 12.4 in (:. jr~daicl~n?. and 11.5 in  C. reticr~lnturn. 
Lluring the course of detailed pachytelle analysis of four species, viz., 
Clccr nrictillunz, C. bijugurn, C. chorns.sarzicun1 and (I. retic-ulnturn, Sharma 
(1983) observed t h t  the number of metacentric and submetacentric 
d~romosornes i n  meiosis was &f'ferent from that  of mitosis. He attributed the 
differences in  chrornosornal observations during the two stages to the 
differential condensation of chromosomes and even of different arms of the same 
chromoso~ne. 
2.4 CHROMOSOME PAIRING IN INTERSPECIFIC Cicer HYBRIDS 
Ladizinsky and Adler (1976a,b) studied meiotic chromosome 
associations i n  six iilterspecific hybrids of Cicer species. The interspecific hybrid 
of C. arietinum X C. reticulatum was easy to obtain, developed ~lorrnally, had 
regular meiosis with 8 bivalents and was fully fertile. Similar results were also 
reported by Ahmad (1988). In contrast, the hybrid of C. reticulatum X 
C. arietinum (line 58F) showed a quadrivalent, a n  anaphase I bridge and  a 
fragment during meiosis, indicating that this Cicer arietinum cultivar differed 
kom C. reticulntum by a translocation or a paracentric inversion (Ladizinsky 
and Adler 1976a). Ahmad (1988) cytologically observed two quadrivalents in the 
hybrid C. nrietinunz X C. echir~ospcrnzum, indcating that these two species 
differed by reciprocal translocation. The quadrivalent was also observed in one 
pollen mother cell of the interspecific hybrid of C.judnicurn X 
C. pi~ncltificlunr. The reciprocal of this cross however, was characterized by 
norrllal bivalent associations with occasional univalent formation (Ahmad 
1988). Univalent formation was lowest i11 the hybrid of C. yinnntifictunt 
X C. Oi,;ugur?~ andhighest inC. jutlnicunzXC. pin.ncztificlum.. Thus, chromoso~ne 
associ;ltion data indicilte a close cl-rromosome hornalogy among these three 
species. Tn all the three hybrids, the stigma and style grew out of the keel a t  
anlhesis, leaving the anthers inside, these hyl~rids were fi~nctionally sterile in 
spite of relatively 1-~igh pollen fertility (30-50%). However, F, seeds were 
produced in these three interspecific hybrids following hand pollinatio~l 
(T,adizinsky and ~ d l e r  1976b). At meiosis, in the cross C.judaicunz X 
(:. chorassanicum, chiasma frequency was reduced resulting in the presence of 
many univalcnts. Univalents were seen as chromosomes that lagged a t  early 
anapliase I and then moved away from the two poles. They were reported to be 
lost or have formed micronuclei, resulting in unequal sized pollen nuclei. 
2.5 INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDIZATION IN GENUS Cicer 
Mercy and Kakar (1975) were first to attempt interspecific crosses 
between the cultivated annual Cicer species C. arietinum and a perennial 
species C. soongaricum. Although a total of 4,200 pollinations were made, not 
a single hybrid seed was obtained. Ladizinsky and Adler (1976a, b) used seven 
annual Cicer species, including C. arietinum, and made 14 out of 21 possible 
one-way crosses to study the meiosis in interspecific hybrids. The six successful 
interspecific crosses were : C. arietinum X C. reticulntum, C. arietinum X 
C. judaicunz, C.  rcticulntunz X C. echinospcrmunt, C. judnicunz X 
C. pinna,tifidunz, C. judnicunz X C. bijugunz, and C. pinnatifidum X 
C. bijugunr. On the basis of this study, the seven species were classified in to 
three crossability ~voups: 
Group I : C. arietinunt, C. reticulatunz, C, cchinospernlunl, 
Group I1 : (I. piwnatifictunl, C. judaicr~tn, C, bijz~gum 
Croup 111 : C. cuncatuni 
such that crosses were not successful between groups, but were successful 
within n group. 
Pundir and van der Macscn ( I  983) attempted 23 of tlle possible 56 two- 
way crosses i~lvnlvi~lg ei h t annual Ciccr species (except (:. ~rhinospcrntum) and 
were successful in seven cross combinations. While five of these seven 
successful crosses i~lvolvcd the sarnc species conlbination as reported by 
Ladizinsky and Adler (197Ga, h), they reported two new crosses, viz., 
C. juduicunt X C. cuneatunt and C. arietinunz X C. cunenlun~. The fornlcr new 
hybrid was cornpletely sterile, but the details of the latter hybrid were not 
discussed. However, they did not carry out any cytological analysis of the seven 
interspecific hybrids. Ahmad (1988) carried out crossing program involving all 
nine wild Ciccr species including cultigen and reported two new crosses viz., 
C. clzornssnnicumXC, pinnatifidum, and C. judaicumXC. chornssanicum. The 
former albino hybrid did not survive long but the later one was studied 
cytologically. Successful hybridization between C, arietinum and C. reticulatum 
has also been reported by Jaiswal et al. (1984) and Singh et al. (1984). 
2.6 BARRIERS TO INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDIZATION IN THE 
GENUS Cicer 
In the genus Cicer, interspecific hybridization is rather difficult to 
accomplish due to various pre-zygotic and post-zygotic barriers. Possible 
reasons for the fhilure of interspecific hybridization in plants are failure of 
pollen gernunation, pollen tubes may cease growth before reaching the ovary or 
they may not bc guided to the iliicropyle andor  crnbryo sac after reaching the 
ovary (Stalker, 1980). Mter fertilization, problems due to "somatoplastic 
sterili(.yv, consisting of lack of or abnormal developm~~it  of endospcrnl or 
emhryo, may still occur (C:oopcr and Hrink, 1940). 
lnfornintioll on barl-icrs to interspecific hybridization has just started 
coming in. Interspecific 1xybridiz:ition involving rrlany annual (:icc.r species has 
been attempted (I,ndizinsky and Adlcr, 19763,h; Pundir and van dcr Maesen, 
1983;  Mercy e t  a l . ,  l974b ;  Mercy a n d  Kakar ,  1975; A h m a d ,  
3988). M a i ~ i ~ ~ u l a t i o r ~ s  like removal of stigma or stigma along with a part  of 
style, pollination a t  late bud stage or early pollination and delayed pollination 
were not found to be beneficial (Singh and Singh, 1989). Mercy and Kakar 
(1975) studied the cross between C, arletinurn X C. soongnricunt and reported 
tha t  a low molecular weight labile compound in the stigmatic and styler tissue 
was implicated in the inhibition of i n  vitro pollen germination and pollen tube 
growth, and suggested a pre-fertilization interspecific crossability barrier for the 
entire Cicer genus. However, Ahmad (1988), made interspecific crosses 
involving nine annual Cicer species, including cultigen (2. nr ie t i~zum,  and found 
that  the harriers are of post-fertilization nature. 
2.6.1 INTERSPECIFIC KYBRIDIZAl'ION AND APPLICATION OF 
PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS 
It is a well-recognized and accepted fact that, like other morphogenetic 
phenomena, the post-fertilization changes leuding to fruit formation are also 
under the i~lfluence of plant growth regulators, either in a sequence or 
independently, or in combination (Nitsch, 1'352). Knowledge on these aspects 
is limited to ;i very small rlu~liber of taxa making it impossihlc to co~lceive a 
widely applicable hypothcsis (Sastri, 1984). 
Achievement of pear X apple hybrid duc the application of plant 
growth regulators marked tllc first stel:, (Crane and Marks, 1952; L3rock, 1954) 
and st.iniulatcd a series of' ot,l~er investig:it.ions based on the s ;~nlc  
approach. 0-naphthoxyacetic :icid applied l o  the stigrnir promoted sucr:cssful 
germinut.ion of incompatible pollen in i~~tcrspccific crosses of ?F;foli~1,1?7, (Evans 
and Ilenward, 1955). Incompatibility betwceli Pl~,aacoLus uulgnris and 
ncutifolius was $ercomc by applying a mixture of naphthalene acetamide 
and potassium gibberellate (A1 Yasir-i and Coyne, 1964). Nicotian.a rc>pan.rla was 
crossed with N. tabacum by applying a lanolin paste of Indole Acetic Acid (IAA) 
(Pittagelli and Stavely, 1975). Hybridin cross Corchorus capsulnris XC. olitoris 
was not obtained until 300 ppm of IAA was applied to the pedicels of flowers 
(Islam, 1964). Successful application of gibberellic acid (75 ppm) in Hordeurn, 
vulgnre X H. bulbosurn cross was demonstrated hy Subrahmanyam and Kasha 
(19711, in a range of interspecific crosses in Hordeunz (Subrahmanyam, 
1979). Plant growth regulators, particularly gibberellin and kinctin, were 
successfully used in intersectional, interspecific crosses in genus Arachis (Singh 
et al., 1980; Sastri and Moss, 1982; Sastri et aL., 1981, 1982). 
Cytokiilins are suggested to stimulate both the cell divisions and the 
assimilate demand in growing embryonic tissues (Burrows and Carr, 1970; 
Smith and van Staden, 1979). I11 developing Lr~pi r~z~s  albus seeds, the 
endospernl is rich in cytokinin, and this Icd Dr-lvey and van Staden (1979) to 
suggest that this cytokinin was helpful in emln-yo growth. Renrlici ant1 Cionini 
(1979) also suggcstecl that there was a cytokinin rcquircment hy the young 
embryos of Phaseolus roccineus. It has also heel1 sllowrl that in intcrspecific 
crosses in Phnseolr~s, endospcrnl did not develop normally and had much lower 
lcvcls of cytokinins than endosperms from self-pollinations (Ncssling and 
Morris, 1979). Cytokinin levels scci~l to he critical for tlie ~lorinal en~bryo 
clc~vclopment Howcvcr, whet,Iicr an  exogcllous supply of cytolrinin i l l  these 
crosses can preverit, ernbryo degeneration aitd pronlotc its growtll, is a niat tcr 
st111 to hc investigated (Snstri, 198.2) 
'l'hese studies indicated that plant gr.owtI1 regulators have profital~ly 
been used in some interspecific i11comp;itiblc crosses, however, it is not yet clcnr 
as to what is the precise role of the plant growth regulators in such 
investigations. There were suggestions that ininstallces of  retarded pollen tube 
growth and pre-fertilization ahscission of the flower, plant growth regulators 
maintain the flowers until the pollen tubes have grown long cilougl~ to discharge 
the male gametes in the vicinity of the female gametes; it is also suggested that 
plant growth regulators may stimulate the incompatible pollen tube growth in 
the pistil so that fertilization can take place before flower has abscised, but the 
hybrid zygote obtained in this way may not develop any further or may not 
develop fully. In those cases embryos from immature fruits have to he excised 
and cultured for raising the hybrid plants (Sastri, 1984). 
2.6.2 EMBRYO RESCUE STUDIES 
The basic premise upon which embryo rescue operations have been 
attempted in wide crosses is that the integrity of the hyhrid genome is retained 
in the stalled embryo and that its potential to resume normal growth may be 
realized if i t  is supplied with ~lutrient substances that are lulown to promote 
growth. The pioneer work of 1,aibach (1925) leading to the successful culture of 
embryos from LL~IUIIZ pPrCrlrle XIJ.  ~ I L S ~ ~ ~ C L C U I ~ I  hybrids to the scedliilg stage has 
made it possihle to rescue progenies from wide crosses in a number of 
plants. Hybrid embryo rescue operations have been successf~llly niounted in 
nearly 70 interspecific and intcrgcneric crosscs involving approximately 35 
genera and 120 specics ((:ollins iind C>rosscr, 1984) However, wide 
hyhridizatio~~ trials in legunics deserve spccial me~ltion bccausc the prospects 
of raising a fertile llyhrid and eventual release of l~yhrid cultivnrs have 
drnmntically inlprovcd in these fhnlllies by embryo culturc methods. In 
legurnes, hybrid plants have bee11 ohtailled by enlbryo culture from crosses 
involving chfferent species of l).rfollnnz (Keim, 1953; Evans, 1962; Phillips et a1 , 
1982; 1!)92), II/Irlilotus (Wchster, 1955; Scholsscr-Szigat, 1962), Pitns~olz~s 
(Hnnlla, 1955; Rraalc and Kooistra, 1975; Mok el a/ .  1978; Rabakoarihanta 
et al., 1979; Advarez et al., 1981; Shii ~t (LL , 19821, L0tu.s (Grant et  nl., 1962), 
Medlcctgo (Pridriksson and Uolton, 1963), Latizyrus (Pccket and Sclim, 1965), 
Vignn (Mln and Hartmanii, 1978a, b; Chen p t  ul., 1983; Gosal and Bajaj, 19831, 
Arncf t~s  (Sastri u t  al., 1980; Bajaj et nl., 1982; Sastri and Moss, 1982; 
Mallikarjuna and Sastri, 1985; Moss et nl., 1985; Moss and Stalker, 1987; Moss 
et al., 1988; Pattee et al., 1988) and Glycine (Tilton and Russell, 1984; Coble and 
Schapaugh, 1990). Culture of embryos excised from pre-cultured hybrid ovules 
iacilitated recovery of plants from Medicago sntiuaX M. rupestris cross (McCoy, 
1985). The reports on rescuing interspecific hybrids in genus Ciccr are 
meager. Sing11 and Sing11 (1989) rcportcd hybrid of the cross C. nrietinum X 
C. cuizeatunt which was sterile. 
2.7 POLLEN MORPHOLOGY 
The iniportance ofpalyllological studies has been clearly demonstrated 
by n number of workers. 'l'he pollcn n~otphology has Lhc advantage of heing 
conscrvative and, hence, is of taxonomic valuc (Vishnu-Mittre and Shnrma, 
1962; I'ergusall and Skvarla, 1981). Ainong tllc various wcll associated 
morpl~ological nilits in plants, thc reproductive units demand thc r~iaximurn 
protection which is attained in pollen grains by eiicasi~lg the gerniplasl~l wilh 
a wall having a unique struclllrc and orgr~nization. Aparl from its functional 
significance, thc protective wall bears important charnctcristics that are of 
inlrnensc diagnostic And phylogenctic valuc (Nair, 19G4). Pollcn grain diameter 
is stable and highly lieritahle (0.82 heritability, by additive gcnes), and is 
controlled by the genotype of thc mothcr plant (Kumar and 
Sarlcar,1983). Riosystematics of the subfamily Papilioiiaceae was elucidated 
using palynological studies (Fer~xsan ,  1984). In studies of the genus Nicoliana, 
Pandey (1970) detected a correlation hetween pollen grain size arid 
self-i~icompatibility. On the adaptive significarlce of the cxine Heslop - Harrison 
(1976) concluded that the exine ornamentation indicates the adaptation to 
particular condition, and that differences in exine patterns between pollen of 
different genera is to be considered as one of the pre-fertilization barriers in  
wide crossing program. Size and the shape of the pollen, furrow and pore 
number and appearance of the exine patterning are some of the characteristics 
commonly used for establishing inter-relationships among taxa (Goldy 
The first study of pollen nlorphology in Ciccr species was carried out 
by Vishnu-Mittre and Sharma (1962). They studied C. soor~gnricunz and 
rcportedit to be faintly reticulate, 3-zoni-colporoidate (three apertures arranged 
in a circular zone around the pollen), and su1,prolatc shape with polar axis 
length of 28-:30ym and equatorial diameter of 24-26~111. 
Gapochlta(1974) studied pollen mox-phology in C. nrietinum and four 
perennial species, C. crnntolicum, C. fle.rosurr1. , (:. soong,rczrirur~~. and C. spinosurn, 
and reported pollen size in the range of 20-:lOprn. lJollcn grains of all five Ciccr 
species had sirriple apertut-cs, and all cxccpting (:. r~rietirtutn, had widc deep 
furrows, and sy~icolporate colpi. 
Pollen grain morpholo,y of six percllnirtl species : C:. anntolic:ur?i,, 
C. inciai~m, C. ~?~.ontbrc)tii, (:. s~~iroceras,  C. rrr~gacc~n~f~oirles ,  and C. ~ ~ L I Z . ~ L ' I L ~ S  , 
and three annual species C. nrreti~zum, C, pinnntificlum, and C. c.ltort~.~aarzicum 
were studied hy Clarke and Kupicha (1976). All scvcn species studied by them 
had hroad ectoapertures with obtuse ends and very large endoapertures which 
occupied about half thc length of polar axis. They reported that the colpus 
extensions enclose a triangular area a t  the apocolpium in C. montbretti, 
C. pungens, and C. ch~orc~ssanicum. 
Ahmad (1988) studied nine annual Cicer species C. arietinum, 
C. reticulaturn, C. echinospermum, C. pinnztificlum, C. juclnicurn, C. bGugum, 
C.  cuneatunz, C. chorassnnicurn, and C, yumasfzitne and reported the genus 
Cicer to be stenopalynous, since all species studied have similar pollen 
morphology. Slight difference among C. bGugum, C. chorassanicum, and 
C. yam.nshitae were noticed. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
CFIAF'TER 111 
MATERMAS AND MISTHODS 
3.1 MATERIALS 
The materials used in the present study included both cultivated and  
wild annual Cicer species. The basic material comprising of Cicer nrietinum 
(CVS. Annigeri, GL-769, ICCC-42, K-850, and ICCC-32), C. retlculnturr~ (ICCW-6 
and ICCW-49), C. echi~zospermunz (ICCW-44), C. pin1zntifidun7. (ICCW-37)) 
C. judnicum (ICCW-34 and ICCW-36), C. hijugurn (ICCW-42)) C. chorassunicunt 
(ICCW-26), and C. cuneatuln (ICCW-47) was used for different studies. The 
species and accessio~ls included in this research program along with source and 
origin of each one are listed in Table 5. Seeds, and plants raised from them at 
ICRISAT, Patancheru (A.P.), India, were used for various aspects of this 
research investigation. All the laboratory studies were carried.out in the Tissue 
Table 5 Accessions, source and origin of the annual cicer species 
used in this research program. 
-- .. ---. . . .. - 
 - - - 
- .--- 
_~ 
Species Accession Source Origin 
-. . . -. - _ -- 
_ - -  _ -  . - .___..- 
(.: ~ ~ z ~ i ~ t i n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( r > e s l )  A n n i q e r i  I C R I S A T  I n d i a  
GL 7 1 5 1  I C R I S A T  I n d i a  
I<-850 I C R I S A T  I n d i a  
IC 'CC - 4 2 1CKI:;AT I n d i a  
l.-. . ~ r i e t i r ~ u i n ( K a b u l i )  I C'C:C' - 7 2 I C R I S A T  I n d i a  
c 7 .  ~ ? C . ~ I ~ I I C J S ~ ~ I  IIII.IIII TC'(-'W-44 I c ' R ~ S A T  Turkey 
( ' .  L J ~  I I I I ~ : ~ ~ ~  ficiu111 1 C'C'W - 3 7 TCR I :-;AT T~lr'key 
Culture and  Tra~lsformatio~l  Laboratory of ICRISAT. Where i t  was not  possible 
to include all accessions of different species in  the different experiments under  
study, representative accessions from each species were selected. 
3.2 METHODS 
Seeds were first sow11 i n  small pots with vern~iculite and  kept  i n  a n  
ir~cuhator  for germillation a t  28 -e 1°C. Seeds of wild Cicpr species were 
n~ecl~n~l ica l ly  scarified prior to sowing to speed up the gcrn~inat ion.  Tlie 
germinated seedlings were transferred to the field. 'l'he sowing ti1r1e of chickpea 
and wild Ciccr species was so coordi~lwted tha t  l o t h  started flowering 
together. Extra lights using 1000 W bulhs, were provided in the field of 20 X 
20 ~nc tc r s ,  from 18:00 11 to 06.00 11, to extend the photopcriod for wild species, 
wl~icl) considerably reduced the tirrle until (he first flowers wcrc formed. 
3.2.1 CYTOLOGICAL S'I'UDIES 
Root tips illid flower buds were collected fbr cytolo,g~,ical studies for 
rnitosis and meiosis, respectively. 
In  the wild species, the seed coats were mechanically scarified and  the  
seeds were surface sterilized for 10 mill i110.1%, nnlrcuric chloride solution. No 
scarification was required for the desi and Izabuli type chickpea accessions, but 
they were surface sterilized a s  above. The seeds were germinated i n  the  
sterilized Petri plates on filter papers a t  28 + 1°C. Young, 1-15 cm long, rapidly 
growing roots were excised around 11:30 11 arid were prefixed i n  the  sa tura ted  
solution of 1-Bromonaphthalene solution for 3 h a t  room temperature, followed 
by transfer to Carnoy's (Carnoy, 1886) fluid I1 (1 par t  of glacial acetic acid: 3 
par ts  of chloroform: 6 parts  of 95% ethanol) for 24 h .  These roots were then  
transfe.rred into Farmers fixative (3 parts  of 95% ethanol: 1 pa r t  of glacial acetic 
acid) for 24 h. A few drops of ferric chloride (FeCl,) were added to obtain bet ter  
and  enhanced staining. After fixation, the roots were stored i n  70% ethanol  at 
4-10°C until  analyzed. 
Root tips were hyclrolysed in 1N HC:1 solution for 20 mi11 a t  60°C, 
washed thoroughly with distilled water and were stained i n  2% Feulgen 
(Feulgcn a i d  Rosserlhcck, 1924) stain. Squashcs were made in  2% acetocarmine 
solution. S o n ~ ; ~ t i c  ells with well spread rnet,aphasc cllroniosomes werc 
pliotogrnphcd. The  lcngtli of individual chromosome was  measured. The  
position of the primary constrictiorl was characterized by the ratio between the  
long a r m  and short  a r m  of tllc chroinosornc. The secondary cons t~ ic t io~ i  was not 
inc:ludcd in  cletermining chromosome ar111 length. (:hron~osonlc tc rmi~~ology was 
based or1 a r m  lengt,h rat.io a s  used by Sharma and  Guptu (1!)82), viz., 1.00-1.25 
a s  r ~ l c t , a c e n t r i c ,  1 . 2 6 - 1 . 7 5  as  s u h n i e t a c e n t r i c ,  a n d  2 1 . 7 6  a s  
subrr~etacc~ltric/acroce~ltric.  Considering the I-angc and average of total 
chromatin 1cngt.h per chrornosorne, they were grouped a s  1,clow (Kut.arckar a n d  
Wanjari, 1983): 
Group Chromatin length per chromosome 
i )  Lorig (A) 4.5p1n and above 
ii) Medium (B) 3.00pm to 4.49pn1 
iii) Short  (C) 2.25pm to 2.99pn1 
iv) Very short (Dl 2 . 2 4 ~ 1  and below 
rhe centromeric index (CI) was determined by the following equation: 
where "p" and "q" represent the lengt.11~ of short and long arlns of chromosome, 
respectively. Karyological data wcre averaged over the eight most dcfinitivc 
cells. 
3.2.1.2 MEIOTIC STUDIES 
Flowcr buds of appropriate size were cc~llcctcd from greenhouse sown 
chickpea (tlesr and kabu l~) ,  other (:leer species and k', plt~nls,  and fixed a t  room 
temperaturr fhr 24 h in Carnoy's fixative (B purls 95% ethanol :3 parts 
chlorof'ornl 1 part glacial acetic acid) Later, the 1,ucIs wcrc transferred to 
Farmers fixative ( 3 parts  95(k~ eth;lnol 1 part glacial acetic acid) fi)r 24 11 to 
which trace amount of ferric chloride (FeCl,) was added to enhance staining. 
Chrornosorr!~ associations a t  metaphasc 1 were studied hy squasliing 
individual anther in  slightly warm 2% acetocarmine stain. All cytological 
obscrvations were made on temporary slides. Photomicro~r~ipt~s  wcre talren 
with a Zeiss research microscope fitted with a photographic attachrncnt. 
3.2.2 PRODUCTION OF HYBRIDS 
Seven  Cicer species viz., C. ariet inurn,  C. re t icul r~tunt ,  
C. echinospcrmun:, C. pinnr~tificlunz, C. jurlaicum, C. chorassanicum and 
C. cuneatum, were utilized for making interspecific crosses i n  all possible 
combinations. Interspecific reciprocal crosses were also attempted. As 
suggested by Pundir and van der Maesen (1983) enhanced photoperiod a t  the 
field conditions was used to hasten the flowering i n  the wild species, thus 
bringing forward flowering dates and avoiding the high temperature in the field 
later in the season. 
Enlasculation was done either, in the morning (08:30 -10:00 h) to be 
followed by immediate pollination, or in the cve~ling (15:OO -16:30 11) for 
pollination the next rllorning (0lf:OO -10:OO h). Emasculation was done a t  the 
"hooded bud" stage (Eshel, 19G8), in which petals just protrude from the calyx 
and the antllcrs are a t  ahout half the hcight of the slylc. Pollen fl-om fully 
expandcd flowers in which anther dehisce~icc had already taltc~l place, were 
used for poilinatio~l, which was carried out 11y gently pressing thc ltcel (full of 
pollen) against the stig~nas of the errlasculated flowers. 
I'rclirninary observations ~.cve:~lctl that ahsciss~on of hyblid ~)nds, was 
occurring 2-5 days aftcr pollinalio~~ 1c;lding to  n vcry low pod setting. Kecpinfi 
this prohlenl in vicw, a mixturc of growtll r.cgulators cont:iini~lg 75 mgA 
gibberellic acid (GA3)) 10 mgll nnphthalcnc acetic acid ( N A A )  lOrng11 ki~lctirl 
(&I) was applied to a cotton pad at  the hasp of'thc pedicel of the flowcrs, about 
halfan hour after pollination. This increased the  pod set during tile preliminary 
studies (Table 6). Ahout one quarter of the developing pods were used for the 
purpose of crnbryo and ovule culture and the rcst were left to directly form 
hybrid seeds, if any, under the field conditions 
3.2.2.1 EMBRYO CULTURE 
Eight different culture rnedia (Table 7) including four standard ones 
viz., MS (Muraslige and Skoog, 1962), I35 (Sa~nborg, 1968), ~ i & h s  (1961) and 
Whites (1963); and four modified media: MSP2, U512, and MS-2, R5-2 with 
vitamins and amino acids variations (Williams and De Llautour, 1980) were 


used for culturing imna tu re  embryos ('l'able 8). The compositio~l of four 
standard media are presented in Table 9. An additional amino acid L- 
glutarnine [earlier reported to be a n  effective amino acid for the growth of 
excised embryos (Paris ct  nl., 1953; Rijven, 1956; Matsuhara, 1964; Monnier, 
197811, was u~liformly added to all the media. The combination and 
concentration of plant growth regulators used in the study was 2nig11 I3AP and 
0.21ng/I NAA. For ovule culturc agar free liquid nwdia were used. The ovule 
was supported by filter paper bridge. For embryo culture, pods six to eight DAP 
and for ovule culture pods 3-4 DAP, were surf:ice stel-ilizt?d with 0.1% rnercuric 
chloride and then washcd with three changes of sLcrilizcd distilled 
walcr. Stcrilizat.ion and i~ioculations wcro pcrf'orrncd under strict aseptic 
condit,ions in  the lamirlar air flow cabinet,. 
(lvules werc tnlccn out of t11c sterilized 11ods a ~ l d  placed on the 
sterilizetl Petri dish having a drop of ste~ilized cold walcr. For ovule cult.urc 
stucly, the ovules frt~rn the cross polliriatcd pod wcrc directly placed ovcr the 
filter paper wicks in the liquid media. For embryo culture study, the ovulc was 
held steady with a nccdle i~lserted into the structural tissue near tllc funiculus 
and a cut was made across the hack of the ovule, opposite to tile f'uniculus. The 
ovulc wall was lifted back as a flap and a sccond cut towards the hilum exposed 
the central embryo sac region. A gentle pressure from upper side of the embryo 
with the aid of needle detached the embryo suspensor from the maternal tissue 
and forced the eml~ryo and surrounding endosper~n out on the petri dish, which 
was then transferred to culture medium. The cultures were transported in  the 
racks and kept in dark for 3 days and later transferred to a well illuminated 
culture room. A constant temperature of 2523°C was provided. 
Table 8 Formulations of culture media used in the embryolovule culture study. 
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Table 9 Composition of Tf2' Vitamins and Amino acids 
Amino acid and Composition 
Vitamines mglliter 
- -- 
Casein hydrolysate 500 
Nicotinic acid 2.5 
Pyridoxin HCL 2.5 
Thiamine HCL 0.5 
Ca pantothenate 0.25 
G lyci ne 
- -- - -- 
7.5 
- - 
- 
-. - - - - - - - 
' Williams and de Lautour ( 1  980) 
-- -- -- - 
3.2.3 POLLEN GERMINATION AND POLLEN TUBE GROWTH 
STUDlES 
Crosses with Cicer ctrietillu~n 21s one of thc pnrent,s were used in this 
study. l'lower huds, with undehisced anthers and receptive stigma, were 
brought to the Inborritory and cniasculated. Flowcr buds, plus a small section 
of attached peduncle, were placed on semi-solid agar culture niediuni (I3assi1-i 
et nl., 1987) in Petri plates. l'rcsh self or foreign pollen was then carefully 
placed on the stigmatic surface using a stereo microscope. The tirnc of 
pollination was recorded and time-course time tahlc was deviscd 1)y sampling 
the pollinated flower huds ;it 4 h intcrvttls Li)r the first :I4 11 and thereafter a t  
24 11 intet-vals until 72 11 after pollination ( I iAI ' ) .  Snnlplctl flower bucls were 
fixed immediately in a mixture of' glacial acotir ; ~ c . i c l ,  cth:~nol and 
fornlaldchydc (l:8:l ,  v/v) for 24 11 and then stored in 7054 ethanol a t  4'C. 
3.2.3.2 In vioo 
Flowcrs were emasculated and pollinated as usual in the field. Plant 
growth regulators were applied to the base of pedicels of pollinated pistils 
during crossing to enhance crossed flower retainahilit~ whicl~ otherwise is very 
low. Flower buds were collected a t  the same tirnc intervals and fixed into the 
fixative same as with the in vitro study. 
At  least five pistils from each cross combination within each time 
interval from both in vivo and i n  vitro collected flowers, were studied. For 
analysis, pistils were hydrolysed in I N  potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution for 
4 11 a t  room temperature, rinsed thoroughly with distilled water and then 
transferred to the staining solution overnight a t  room temperature. The stain 
consisted of 2'h aniline blue in 20% potassium phosphate (K,PO,). Individual 
pistils were then placed on the slide and squashed by applying slight pressure 
on the cover glass, and observed under a light microscope with UV-illumination 
at  n wave length of :356nm (Martin, 1959). To pcrnlit clcar distinction between 
pollen tubes and vascular strands whicl~ also fluorcscc, UV-illurnination was 
altered with ordinary light a t  short intei-vals as suggested hy 'I'omar and 
Gottrcich (1975). 
'l'he length of the style and the distance travelled by the pollen tubes 
in each sanlple were nleasured using all ocular nlirrornc~t(~r. The proportion:il 
length of'thc style traversed hy the pollen tube at'trr n given tirnc period (for the 
cases where pollen tuhc length exceeded half the stylc Icngtll) was uscd to 
estinlate the time rcquircd for the pollcrl tuhe to rc;lcll the vicinity of the   no st 
proximal ovule and, thus, enter the ovule. Penetration oS the pollcn il-rto the 
ovule through the nlicropyle arld subsequent cnlargenlent of' the ovule were 
taken as an indication of fertilization. 
3.2.4 POLLEN MOWHOLOGY 
Eight aililual Cicrr species conlprisiilg of orlc accession each of wild 
Cicer species and one cultivar each of knbuli and clcsi type of cultivated 
Cicer arietinum were used for pollen Scanning I3lectron Microscopic (SEM) 
studies. 'Yo characterize the interspecific hybrids obtained, samples of pollen 
were collected from F, plants and processed as per the method described by N. 
Padma, ICRISAT EM unit (personal communication). Mature pollens collected 
from field grown plants were dried and stored in a desiccator. Dry pollen graills 
were urlifornlly mounted on SEM spccinlen stubs covered wit11 double sided 
sticky tape and were uniformly coated with thin layer (200 nm) of gold in a 
sputter coating unit (model FD 500) and later obsei-ved and photographed using 
a Scanning Electron Microscope (JEOT,- ,JSM 35 (:I<) a t  constant voltage of 15 
kv. 
Six polle~l grains pcr specirncil were measured for t h ~  following 
characteristics: Equntorial axis len.g&l~ (F:), polar axis Iclngtll (P), thickness of 
murri U", mcml diameter of lumina (L)) ,  and nunlbcr of I,~.ochi per 10prnL of 
exine (N). The following size classes, 1);iscd on the lcngth of pol;lr a x i s  hnvc heen 
used in the present study: 
Very small spores 
S~llall spores 
Medium size spores 
Large size spores 
Very large spores 
Gigantic spores 
EQUATORIAL VIEW 
A. Equatorial axis ( E )  
B. Polar axis ( P )  
a. Colpus (ectoaperture) 
b. Mesocolpiurn 
POLAR VIEW 
a. Diameter of Lumina (D) 
b. Ttiickness of Murri ( T )  
c. Brochi ( N )  
EXlNE ORNAMENTATION 
Figure 2: Description o f  pollen morphology 
Followillg shape classes and relation between polar axis (P) and equatorial axis 
(El of pollell grains when one of the aperture lies exactly a t  the center were used 
in present study: 
- - - - - - - -- 
Shape class PA3 ratio 
- - -- - 
l'erbolate < 418 
Oblate 418 - 618 
Subohlate 618 - 718 
Oblate splleroidal 718 - 818 
Prolate spheroidal 818 - 817 
Subprolate 817 - 816 
Prolate XIG - 81.1 
l'erprolate > XI4 
- 
The terminology used to describe the pollen grain morphology in present study 
was that of Erdtman (1966). 

CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
4.1 CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES 
The detailed cytological studies in terms of ( i)  chromosome number; 
(ii) chromosome length and total genomic length; (iii) relative chromosome 
length and; (v) arm ratio and centromeric index of five cultivars of Cicer 
arietinum and seven wild Cicer species (two accessions each of C. reticulaturn 
and C. judaicunt) were carried out. 
4.1.1 KARYOMORPHOLOGICAL STUDIES IN GENUS Cicer 
All the eight annual Cicer species studied, invariably showed a diploid 
somatic chromosome number of 16. However, they differed in karyotypic 
asymmetry, chromosome size and position of primary , and secondary 
constrictioi~s. There were no signit?cant differences i n  the chromosome 
morphology among accessiolls within a species. Accordingly, karyological data  
were collected from the ten most definitive cclls observed and the average 
rneasurcrnents were used to interpret the results. 'rhe data from chromosome 
measurcinellts and other parameters estimated from thcsc rneasurcrnents are  
presented in Tables 10 ruld 11. The karyotypcs and idiogral~ls of thc eight 
Cicer- species are presented in Plate 5 and Figure 3 respectively. 
Chromosome I : The total lcngth of (:hromosonie I in differeilt spccics of Ciccr 
viz., C. nric?tit~unl, C. reticulcltr~nr, (2. ecllinosl)r?rl,1un?., C. [~i~l/z.(!tificiut?l~, 
C. judaicun?., C. hijugut?l, C. cf2omssan.icr~t~~ and C. cr~nc~~llrnl .  was found to be 
4.6 pin, 5.4 pm, 6.6 pm, 4.7 pm, 3.8 prn, 4.5 p ~ n ,  3.1 pm, and 5.0 pm, 
respectively, wllicll variecl in llic range of 3.1-6.6 prn, whcrcas, relative 
chro~nosolrlc lengths 1,ccordcd in t,lic dif'Scrcn(, spccics were 18%1, 18'%,, 18%, 22'31, 
15%, lti(;/,, 1(ifh, ; ~ n d  16% respectively suggest.i~lg that  Clirornosomc I has its 
contri1)ulion to the total gerlonle between 15-22% . Accordingly t,he CI of 
chromosome I in Cker  spp. varied from 31.58-46.81%). I11 most ofthc species the 
secondary collstriction was found on the long arrn of this chron~osome. 
Chronlosome I1 : The length of Chromosome I1 v a ~ i c d  from 2.8-5.8 pm and its 
contributioil to the length of total genoine was 14-17%. C. ech inos~~crmum has  
largest and C, chornssanicunt smallest chromosome 11. Lengths ofchromosome 
in other Cicer spp fall in  between. The total length of this cl~romosome (relative 
chromosome length) in the different Cicer species were recorded a s  4.1 pm(16%) 
inC. arietinum, 4.8 pm(16%)in C. re t icu la t~n?,  3.6 pm(l7%)inC. pinnnti f idum, 
3.5 pm(l4%) in  C. judaicum, 4.4 pm(l5%/,) in C. bijugum and 4.7 pm(15%) i n  
C. cuneatum. The CI of chromosome I1 varies from 31.43-47.92% with 
C. reticulatutn showing highest and C. judaicum smallest. 
PLATE-5 
Karyotype of the eight annual C T i c e r  species. 
PLATE-5 f--i 8 
8 8 1). w r  rr 
C- arietinum ( A n n  i ger i ) 
8 .w m*  m a  rr ma 
C -  reticulatum (ICCW-6) 
I/ 88 W #I  a* r s  +* 
C -  echinospermum (ICCW-44) 
-8 r *  r r  rr 
C ,  pinnatifidum ( ICCw-37) 
f Y  5 4  r r :  . * r')i L = =  f 'q 
c- judaicum(1CCw-34) 
/a am ar 8 ar rr  mr 
c- bijugum ( ICCW-42) 
I V  * a s  .'II s r -  
c, chorassanicum (ICCW-26) 
f 4  I @ # b  & #  9B W ra  
c, cuneatum (TCCW-47) 
C. reticula tun? 
C. chorassanicum 
Figure 3: Karyotype of eight annualcicer species 
Table 10a Measurements of som:~tic choromosome of C. ctrietinurn. 
Chronloson~e LA SA Total AR CI Clromosome 
No. (ym) (pm) 01m) % 'lbpe (group) 
I 2.8 1.8 4.6 1 . 5  :39.13 SM(A) 
VIII 1 .O 0.9 1.1) 1 .lO 47.:37 M( L)) 
Table 10h Measurements of somatic chromosome of C.  r.eiicr~latunt. 
- -- 
Chromosome I A  SA Total hK. CI (I!hromosome 
No. ( ~ m )  (pm) (tlni) ( 4  Type (group) 
I 3.1 2 . 3  5.4 1 . 4  42.59 SM(A)  
VII 1.5 1.4 2.9 1.07 48.28 M(C) 
VIII 1.4 1.2 2.6 1.16 46.15 M(C) 
Total 16.8 13.7 30.5 
-- 
LA-Long arm; SA-Short arm; An-Arm ratio; CI-Centrorneric Index 
Table 10c Measurements of somatic chromosome of C. echinospennunt. 
Chromosome LA SA Total AR CI Chromosome 
No. (pm) (pm) (pm) (%) I'ype (group) 
IS' 2.8 1.9 4.7 1 :2-7 40.43 SM(A) 
v 2.8 1.6 4.4 1.75 :3fi.:36 SM(13) 
V I  2.0 1.8 :1.8 1.11 47:47 M(U) 
VI I 1.9 1 4  3 3 I 5 ~12.42 SM(B) 
VIIl  1 4  1.1 2 5  1 27 44 00 SM(C) 
Total 21 1 14.9 36 0 
Table 10d Measuremc?nts of som:~tic hro~nosomes of C. pinntrtifidr~nt. 
Chrol~losonle LA SA 'l'otal Nt (:I Chromosome 
No. (pm) ( ~ 1 x 1 )  (pm) ((h) 'l'ype (group) 
I 2.6 2.2 4.7 I .  4fi.81 M(A) 
VII 1.3 0.8 2.1. 1.60 38.10 SM(D) 
VIII 0.9 0.8 1.7 1.12 47.06 M(D) 
Total 12.5 10.2 22.6 
LA-Long arm; SA-Short a rm;  AR-Arm ratio; CI-Ccr,tromeric Inrlex 
Table 10e Measurements of somatic chromosome of C. judaicunt. 
Chroniosome LA SA Total AR CI Clromosome 
No. ( ~ i m )  ( p m )  (pm) (%I Type (group) 
I 2.6 1.2 3.8 2.16 31.58 AC(B) 
I1 2.4 1.1 :3 5 2.18 31.43 AC(R) 
111 2.3 1.1 3.4 2.09 32.35 AC(I3) 
JY 2 2 1.0 3 2 2.20 31 25 AC(13) 
V 2.1 2 . 0  3.1 2.10 32.26 AC(R) 
VI 1.7 1.4 3.1 1.21 45.16 M(R) 
VII I .4 1.1 2.5 1.27 44  00 SM(C) 
VIII 1.4 0 $1 2..3 1.55 39.1:3 SM((:) 
Total 16.1 8.8 24.9 
Table 1Of Measurements of soulatic chromosome of C. bijugunt. 
Chromosorno SA 'rota1 AR CI Chroulosome 
No. (pm) (pm) ( p m )  J Type (group) 
I 3.0 1.5 4.5 2.00 :3:3.:33 A(:(A) 
11 2.5 1.9 4.4 1.31 4.3.18 SM(I3) 
I11 2.5 1.5 4.0 1.66 37.50 SM(R) 
IV 2.0 1.9 3.9 1 . 5  48.72 M ( n )  
v 2.0 1.7 3.7 1.17 45.95 M(H) 
VI 1.9 1.4 3.3 1.35 42.42 SM(I3) 
VII 1.7 1.5 3.2 1.33 46.88 SM(B) 
VIII 1.6 1.5 3 .1  1.OC; 48.39 M(T-3) 
Total 17.2 12.9 30.1 
LA-Long arm; SA-Short arm; AR-Arm ratio; CI-Ccntromeric Index 
Table log Mcasurenlents of somatic chromosome of C. chorassunicunz. 
Chromosome LA SA Total AR CI Chromosome 
No. (pm) (pm) (pm) (%) Type (group) 
I 2.0 1.1 3.1 1.81 35.48 AC(B) 
V 1 4 0.8 2.2 1.75 3tj.36 SM(1)) 
VI 1 .2 1.0 2.2 1 'LO 45.45 M(11)) 
VII I .Z 0.9 2.1 I :  42.Hli SM( I)) 
VIII 0.9 0.8 1.7 1.12 47.0ti M(U) 
Total 11.5 7 4  18.9 
Table 10h Measurements of so~llatic cllroliloso~ile of C. crrncatrrnt. 
- - -- -- - - 
Chronlosonie LA SA 'l'olal Aii <:I Chromosome 
No. (pm) (pm) (pm) ((h) Type (group) 
I 3 . :i 1.7 5.0 1.94 34 00 A(:(A) 
VII  2 . 1  1.3 3.4 1.61 38.24 SM(R r 
Total 19.2 13.1 32.3 
LA-Long arm; SA-Short arm; AR-Arm ratio; CI-Centromeric Index 

Chromosome I11 : The length of chromosome 111 was highest, 4.9 pin i n  
C. echino.sp~rn1urn c o n t i i b u t i ~  14% to total genomic lcngth and s~llallcst 2.5 p 
Q in  C. chornssa~ricun~ with 13%) contribution, total genome. Lengths of 
chromoso~lle III(and the contribution of this cl~rolliosonlc to the total genome) 
in  other species was 3.5 pm(l4'Xl) in (I. (rri(>tirlul)2, 4.4 prn(14%i i n  
C, reticulntuln, 2.8 pm(l:Jf/c~i in C:. j)ir~ncrlifidurl/, 3.4 1111i( 14%) in  C. judnicsnm, 
4.0 pnl(l4%) in (I. biji~gurrl and 4.3 pm(l4Si) in (,'. ~ ' ~ L I I c o I ~ / ) ~ .  't'lle C:l of 
chromvsonnc I11 varied from :32(h in case of C:. c.lrorcrs,surric~~~rr~ to 45.71%) ill 
C. ari~t111  lit)^. 
largest 4.7 pm in . ~ / i i ~ o . s j r ~ ~ ~ r  ;i11(1 s~~i ; t l Ies t  2.:1 11111 i l l  
chronloso~lle lengtll was ~iniformly I 3411 all spc)c:ics cxccpt in C. c .horc~ssa r~I '~ r~ t~~  
,,< ( , , 11,r 1~ ( = r < , + ) ~  (-1' 
(12%) which illdicates that  th/'$%mosome was duc to the differential 
i 
condensation of' chromatin a t  the time of' ohservatioil. 
Chromosome V : The ler~gth of chromosorne V varied from 4.4 pnl in 
C. echinospernzunl to 2.2 pm in C. r.?rortl,~snnrcc~171. The perce~lt contribution a t  
this chromosome to the total genome was 13 in C. hr'jugum and C. cr~neutum, 11  
in  C. reticulaturn. Rest of the species had 12(h contrihutiorl ofthis chromosorne 
in total genome. The CI of chromoscrne V was highest 4Cj.lScJ, in 
C. pinnutifidurn and smallest 32.26% in C. ~ I L ~ C L ~ C U I ~ Z .  
Chromosomc VI : The relative chromosome lengtll of tllc chromosome VI was 
12% in C. jntlnicum, C. c~l~ornssnnicr~r~i, and C. ci~n~ntr~r71. While i n  res t  of the  
species i t  contributed 1l1h to the total genome. The length a t  this chrornosorne 
was recorded highest 3.8 prrl in  C:. c.cl1 irtospc~-r?~ 1 ~ 1 7 7  and (:. curlenturn a n d  
smallest 2.2 pm in C. chorn.ssnrt ioutn. CI vnricd from 42.11 -4H.28%!. 
Chromosorllo VII . The length of cllroriiosonic V11 varied li-oln :3.4 Kim i n  
C. cuncc1fi~r7i to 2.1 pm in C: i ~ l ~ o r c ~ s s ~ ~ i i r i ~ t ~ ~  'l'lle perct'lit contrihlition 0:' this 
chromosome to the tot i l l  gcrlorllc was 11 ill (:. I ~ I J I I ~ ~ L I I I ,  I:. c l~ore~~sc t r~ i r i~m and  
C. cuncafrLni Rcst of t h r  spccics had 10f/I, contr i l )~~tion f t  his cl~rornosome in 
total gc~io~i lc .  'l'hc CI of  c.llromosonlc V11 v:~r~t.d l i o ~ n  38 10-48 28%,. 
Chrornosollle VIII : ' I ' l i~ length nf'chromosome VTII vii~.icd ii-o~n 1.7-:$.I pnl and  
perceill contribution to t ot.al ~onol l lc  L'ronl 7- 1 1 ,  wit l i  (l. h('ir~;i~rr~ 11:lvinl: largcsl 
and  I!. c~hor~a,s,snt~ tcrltn and (:. ot t~r~nt i f i t l t r t~~ wi tll small csl. c.hroniosome 
VIII. L,engt,hs of cliroinosomc V l I I  in othcr spec:irs f;111 ill 1,ctwccn. l'lio (:I of 
chronlosome VITI v:iricd fro111 39.135h i n  0'. hi.juj;utrr 1.0 48.:39'2, in (:. jutlaicurn.. 
111 (:. liijrrgunl, C. jutlnicutn., C. chort~..s.snr~icun~., ant1 C. cunentrLrn there 
was a graded change i n  size of the chron~osomc from I-VITI wit11 the ratio of 
longest to shortest chron~osomc less than 2 suggcst.i~lg tha t  liaryotypcs of these 
species a re  synlmetrical. 'CIThercas the ratio of longest to shortest chromosome 
was found between 2-4 in  C. nriet lnun~,  C. reticulntun~, C. echitzosperrnunt~, a n d  
C. pinnatifitlunz. .Therefore, the karyotypcs of thcse species is characterized 
assymtrical. 
Genomic length and mean Chromosomc: l e n g t h  : When genomiclength a n d  
mean chromosome length in different species of genus Cicer were studied, i t  
became clear t ha t  the  chromosomes in  Ciccr species a r e  very 
small. C. chorassanicum had smallest genome with the total genornic length of 
18.9 pl (mean chromosomc length = 2.3 prn) whereas C. cc i t inosp~rmu~~t  had
largest genome of 36 pni length (4.5 pnl ille;111 chromosonie length). Rest of tllc 
species showed genomic length (and metin chromosomc length) falling i n  
between tllcse two. C. cu/lenfunl, C, rc~tionlcrt r ~ r ) 1 ,  0". h(jr~,run~, C, nrietinulrz, 
C. judnicum, and (:. pi11~1crtifiirl~1~1 Il;id !ot;11 gello111ic lengths (and mean 
chromoso~llc lengths) in descending order, 31.4 11111 (3.9 11111), 30.5 \in1 (3.8 pn) ,  
29 pni (:3.(i pm),  25.9 p111 (3.2 prn), 24.9 (3.1 )11ll), ;illd 21.6 ~1111 (2.(; ~ i m )  
respeclively. 
Al l  the accessions of (lrsl:  and 1;nhrtli type chiclq)c!:t had t.llc snmc 
diploid som;itic cliromosome nunlhcr (Zn= 1 (i). F'urLtlcrrnorc, tllcre werc 1 1 0  
apparent differcnccs in chroniosonlc morphology I,ct.wccb~l 1.llc~se two l,yl)c of 
chickpo;ts. 'l'hc k;iryot,ypc::i consist.t!cl of' five ~nc!tacc~lt,ric and three 
suhmet:tccntric chromosomc pairs ('l':~l)lc!s 10;1,11). 
'I'lic longest chro~nosonle pair (number 1 )  was consislcntly satellitcd 
in  the long arm and was submetacc~itric (Figure 3Aj. All five cult,ivuted 
chickpea accessions analyzed had a sonialic c1lromos1)lnc nurnber of'211=16. 
r l  1 lie general picture of C. ctrirtinu/n karyoniorphology that  crncrged 
fromvarious cytological studies is the presence of long(4.6pm) chromosome pair 
tha t  is  suhmetaccrltric alid satellited, four pairs of rncdium sized metacerltric to 
submetacentric chromosomes (2.9-4.1 pm), a pair of short metacerltric 
chromosomes (2.6 pm) and a pair of very short metacentric chromosomes 
(1.9 pm). 
4.1.1.2 KARYOI'YPE OF THE WILD ANNUAL Cicer SPECIES 
The karyotyl]e of C. reticulntu~?~ was very similar to tha t  of cdtigen,  
C. arietirzzun. I t  consisted of five metacent~ic and three subn~ctacentric 
chromosornc pairs ('Fables lob ,  11). Chron~osomc number 1 was always 
satellited in thc long arm and sul~nlctaccntric (Plate 5, F i g u r e  3B). 
The It,wyotypc of the spccics C. ~chino.sprrn~~rm. was found to hc 
asymnlctrical. There was a prcpondernllcc of submet:~ce~ilric chrornosonlcs wiIh 
a corresponding decrease in  the numher of rliet,:icc?lit.ric chromcrso~~lc:~ and onc 
pair of acroccntric chromosomes ('l'able 10c, 11). Thus, f.lic~r(: were two 
metacenLric and five su1~n~ctncent1-i~ clironlosonlc? pairs a n d  0111: pair of 
acrocentric chromosomc~s in this species, the lont:c:st clll-on~osor~~c: pair was 
metacent,~.ic : I I I ( ~  satcllitctl in tllc long arm ( F i g u r e  3C). 
Cicrr r10212(1t/ficlz~r~ W ; ~ S  (~11:1r;1ctt~riz~(l 1)y C ~ ~ O T I I O S O I I I C S  Illtit were 
intermediate in size a l ~ d  the Itaryotypc was asyr~lrrlctric:il. 'I'licrc wc.rtl scvcll 
metacentric and one suhrnct;~ccntric pairs of chromosome ('Fnl~lr! 1 0 c 1 ,  11). 'I'lie 
longest chromosc~rnc pair was s:~tcllited (F igure  3D). 
'l'he karyotypc of C. juclnicurrt is symmetrical and consisted of five 
acrocentric pairs ofchromosomes, two submctaccntric and  orlc rnctacentric pair 
ofchromosonlcs (Table lOe, 11). 'I'he shortest chromosome pair (~lumhcr  8) was 
submetacentric, and fourth acroccntric pair of chromosome was with secondary 
constriction (Figure 3E). 
C. bijugum showed first large chromosome acrocentric and satellited 
pair (F igure  3F), four medium sized submetacentric chromosome pairs and 
three medium sized metacentric chromosome pairs. C. chorassanicum had two 
medium to small sized acrocentric chromosome pair (Figure 3G). Four small 
t o  very small submetacentric chromosome pairs and two very s~na l l  rlletacentric 
chronlosome pairs. Fourth sul~mctace~ltric, small cllronlosonle pair was 
satcllited. The chromosomes ofC. cizornssrrnicrrr7~ ( ' ral~lc 10G, 11) were smaller 
than  those of 6. bijugurrt (Table lOF,l l) .  
r 1 l h e  krwyotype of C. curz~ntunl. consisted of one medium sized, 
metacentric chromosorr~e pair, six suhniet,acentt-ic cllrorr~oson~c pairs out of 
which one was very small (number 8 )  ant1 rest wcrc nledi~un sizcd pairs. The 
largest pair was found to be acl-ocent ric. Second, large sized, sul~nlctacentric 
(Figure 3H) pair was satellited (Table? 1011, 11). 
4.2 CHROMOSOME PAIRING IN ANNUAT, Cicc~r SPECIES 
Meiosis was studied i r l  five accessio~ls of'(,'. nricztrllrcttr, two cach ol' 
C. reticnlatr~m n ~ l d  (:. jrrclnicr~t~~, and one ei1c.11 of' rcmain~~l:: live \vi l( l  ('irc~r 
species. Results indicntcd eight regular hivalcl~~ts :it inetal)l~;csc I in a11 (bight 
annual Cicer species studied ( P l a t e  6). 
Meiosis i n  all eight annual Cicc r  species was characterizctl hy a difl'use 
prophase, malting pachytene ai~alysis very difficult. It  was at, tlialunesis that  
bivalcnts could be first seen, but these rernnincd higlily corlclcrlscd a t  metaphase 
I, making interpretation difficult. 
4.3 INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDIZATION AN11 CIIROMOSOME 
PAIRING IN INTERSPECIFIC IIYBRIDS 
4.3.1 INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDIZATION 
Fifteen accessions (including five accessions of chickpea, four of rlesi 
and  one ofknbuli), representing the eight annual Cicer species, were used i n  the 
interspecific hybridization program. Interspecific llybridizatiorl was attempted 
Meiotic: metapllase I configuration in the eight aruiunl Cicer species. 
( H )  (I. c.r~tlc~ntic17r TCCW-47 5 3 13/12 
Chiasma 
Frequency 
' i f 1  I / I ? L  ( A )  (T, (lrit 1 .  I(;(:C:-42 :3 5 11/11 
( I < )  ( y .  r ( ~ L i ( ~ i ~ l r ~ / ~ ~ t ~  ICCW-49 : i 5 11/11 
( C )  (,'. (T/l ; ~ l o . s ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ I ? l  I.!I)l .  ICCW-44 .d ) c; 10/10 
( 11) C. p i f ~  1 ( 1 1 i / 7 ( / t l r t l ,  J(:(:W-:17 4 4 12/12 
( 1 4 ; )  (,'. , ~ / L ~ c I  i c i ~ n ~  ICCCV-:{.I 4 4 12/12 
(14') (,'. 6i j l1g i~f ) l  I(:CCV-42 4 4 12/12 
((:) ( y .  ( - / ~ O I . C I S , S < : I ~ ~ ( - L I ~ ~ ~  lC(:W-2G 5 :3 13/13 
Roc1 
I1 
Ring 
II Spec:ies 
Accession 
No. 

Table 12 Interspecific hybridization between C. arietinz~nt and annual wild 
Cicer spp. Number of pollinations and number of seeds obtained 
(parenthesis). 
Male parents Female parent: Cicer a r ie t inum cultivars 
wild species 
Annigeri GL-769 K-850 ICCC-42 ICCC-32 
C' ,  cuncatum 
ICCW-47 45 (0) 40(0) 40(0) 40(0) 42(0) 
~ ~ b l e  13 Interspecific hybridization studies in annual wild Cicer 
species. Number of pollinations and seeds obtained (parenthesis). 
_--- 
- - 
-- - - . -- - - - - - -- 
- -   - 
Cross combination Original Reciprocal 
cross cross 
 erna ale Male 
- - --- 
- --- - - - - - 
- - 
-- 
-  
I:. ~?(:.,hi n ospe r -111~11n  r .  pinna t .i f . i d i i i i l  13 (0) lo (0) 
,, L' . J L J &  i ~ I I J J I  
'1 (0) 35(0) 
C'. b i j u c ~ n i i l  8(0) 13(0) 
,I c', d~orci::s;ln i r l J17 l  ' i  (0) 3(0) 
(:, c i ~ ~ ~ e C ~  t11n1 8(0) 4 '1 ( 0 ) 
(L ' .  1)i ~ I I ~ I I I I I  i'. ~ ' ~ ~ ~ - , : I S : ; , I I I . ~ . C [ I I I ~  lil(0) 6(0) 
(:'. ~ I J I ! P ~  L. 11111 l:(o) 11(0) 
both between the cultivated chickpea and wild annual Cicer species, as  well a s  
amollg the wild annual Cicer species. A complete list of all interspccific crosses 
attempted, together with the success achieved, is prcsentcd in  Tables 12 
and 13. 
A total of 3326 pollinations were made between C. aric.ti?lurn and 
seven other wild annual Cicer species, including their reciprocals 
(Table 12). Tllree interspecific hybrids, viz., (:, nrictbnltnz X ( 2 .  reticubnlr~nr, 
C ,  reticulaturn X C. arlett?lrrnz and C. arictinunl. X C. c c h i ~ ~ o . s p r r . ~ ~ z ~ ~ ~ ~ z ,  which 
have been earlier reported, yielded 736, 3 and 2%; llyl~rid sccds, 
respectively. Expansion and elorlgntion of the pods nftcr pollination was slow 
in majority of the crosses. The pods rernaincd green and appt:arcd llcalthy, but 
contained extremely small and shrivelled seeds. The npplicat.ion ol'solution of 
plant growth regulators to the pediccl a t  tllc lirile of pollilliition helped to 
increase the pod retainahility on the plant. 'l'his incrcasccl t.llt! pcrcc~ltage or 
hybrid sccd formation in compat.ible crosses, C. c~rictjrrunlXC. rrtic-r~latr~n~ a d
C. nrieLin.unt X C. echilzos~~ermunz ('l'able 12, Table (i), and rc!sulted in :I ncw 
hybrid, I:. nrietilzurrz X C. pinr~atifirlunz which has not been reported 
previously. 'rl& cross produced one seed with each ol' the acccssions of' the 
cultigen (Table 12). 
More than 628 pollinations were made to produce hybrids between 
seven wild annual Cicer species (Table 13), but the only success obtained was 
in producing a hybrid Cicer chornssarticunt X C. pinnatificlurrz. 
4.3.2 EMBRYO RESCUE 
Choice of suitable culture medium and lrnowledge of proper stage 
of the embryo to be cultured are prerequisites for raising hybrids through 
embryo rescue technique. Six to eight days old embryos of C. arietinum, 
C. reticulntutn and the hybrid between them were used to test the different 
culture media. Marked differences in the growth of embryos were observcd on 
different media (Table 14). Out of 8 rnedia testcd, the 13,-2 medium was foulld 
to be best with respect to the self fertilized and hybrid clilbryos of C:ic~r 
nrietinum and C. reticulatunz, as  46%, 38%, and 20% of cmbryos respectively, 
were successfully rescued 011 this rnediurn (Table 14). Even t.11ougli the 
nunhers  ofrescued hybrid embryos of C. nrictinu~nXC:. rrtirulotr~n~., were much 
less tharl selfed embryos, R,-2 gave better results as  colnparcd to t.he other 
rnedia used in the study (Table 14) and was used for furt11t.t. rcscuing the 
hybrids of' other crosses. l'wcnty five excisccl cnlbryos fi-orn cnch cl-oss wcrc 
cultured on R,-2 mediunl but  or~ly few of then) wcrc successli~lly rcscued ('ral~le 
15). All the crosses listed in Table 12 and Tahle 13 except rcciproc;rls, wcrc 
attempted for rescuing hybrid cmhryos hut  'l'able 15 shows account of'rccovcrcd 
crosses only. Embryos from the crosses, C. nrietbllcrtn X C. rc>l,icr~lntl~t),, 
C. r~rietill un7. X C. ech tn.o.sper-nrr~m aid C. art(?ti~t 1~171. X (:. pirl t l (~ljf idr~~?~.,  were 
easily excised and cultured i n  the media when thc pods wcrc 6-8 (fays old ancl 
rescued successfully (Plate 7,s). Tn the remaining crosscs it was noticed that 
the growth of the embryo was slow, therefore, i t  was difficult to excise 6-8 days 
old embryos and majority appeared to have aborted 6-8 l)AP. 
I t  was observed that  some of the crosses failed hccausc of the embryos 
tend to abort a t  late heart  shape (3-4 days old) stage. When attcmpts were 
made to rescue these embryos before ahortion, i t  was found that  h y h ~ i d  embryos 
excised before late heart-shaped stage do not grow on the artificial culturc 
media. It may be either due to mechanical injury caused durillg excision of 
smaller sized embryo or it could be due to unsuitable osrnotic pressure of 
medium. 
Ernbryo rescue of i~lterspccific hybrids i l l  genus Cicer. 
(A)  of errlljt-yo 6 days after culture, 
(R) Y o u n g  plantlet 12 days after culture, 
((:) Plant.lct 15 days af'tet- culture. 
PLATE - 7 
l31nl11-yo rescue of interspecific h y b ~ i d s  in genus Cicer.  
( A )  Well grown plillltlet in test tube 20 days aStci 
culture, 
( U )  Ernbryo c u l t ~ ~ r e d  plaldct sul>jjeccted to hardening, 
(C) Full grown embryo rescued plantlet prior to transfcl 
to the glasshouse. 
PLATE- 8 

Table 15 Response of The 6-8 Days Old Hybrid Embryos Cultured in B,-2 Media. 
Crossess 
Plants 
Number Response in surviveci 
of Culture After 
embryos 
Cultured One 'Ihro Week Week (9)) 
Table 16 Response of the 3-5 Days Old Ovult?s Culturctl in H,-2 Liqriicl Ovule 
Culture Media. 
Crosses 
Numhc?r Rt!sponst! I11 Cl~llurc After 
of Ovules - -- - - 
Cultured 3 7 10 
clays((2,) days(%) days(%) 
To overcome these problems, ovules were cu l t~ued .  Three to four days 
old ovules were cultured in  the liquid ovule culture mcdium. Initial growth in  
the ovules was observed bu t  they subsequently turned brown and  ultimately 
e r n l ~ r y ~ ~  inside them died 10 days after culture (Table 16). 
4.3.3 MORPHOLOGICAL AND CYTOLOGICAT, OBSERVATIONS I N  
INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDS OF C i c t ~ r  
4.3.3.1 C. arietinunt X C. rcticulntunt 
These hybrids were obtained by crossing (.wo accessions of 
C. reticulatunt (ICCW-6 a n d  ICCW-49) a s  the polle~l parents to five (:. nrietirtunl 
lines, Aunigeri, GL-769, EC-850, ICC(:-42 and I(!(!(:-32, a s  tllc female? parents  
('l'ablc? 12).  
All 1', hybrids were internlediate for ~norplioloji~cal r l~arac ters  
(Plates  9,10, 13,14,15A,16A,17A,18A,19A) Ilonlinancc of the pulplc flowcr 
color of C. rcticr~/crtun~ was clearly dcmonstratcd i n  the Iiyhr~ds illvolving the 
white flowered (:. c~r~etirturn line, ICCC-32. This agrees with the rcsults on 
genetics of flower color i n  the  cultivated chickpca reported 1,y van dcr Maesen 
(1972). Mciosis i n  all five hybrid plants  was normal and eight hivalents were 
regularly formed (Plate  20 A,B,F,G). The interspccific hybrid showed norrllal 
chromosome a n d  chromatid segregation and (33-96% pollen fertility Pod 
formation was about 60% i n  hybrid where female parent was rlcsi and 45% 
where female parent  was knbuli. 
4.3.3.2 C. reticulaturn X C. arietinunt 
Intermediate morphological characters (Plate 15B) and abnormalities 
in  the  meiosis (Plate  20C) were observed i n  the hybrid of C. reticulatunt (ICCW- 
6) X C. arietinum (Annigeri). The  meiosis in hybrid showed occasional 
(A) C. c~rieti?tz~1?7. (AnxI1gc1-i) 
( U )  F ,  hybrid 
( C )  C. r-ettculatnnz (ICCW-ti) 

P l a r ~ t  ~norp l lo loby  of' parents and F, hybrid i n  genus (JI :c:r , t -  
( A )  (:. r r r - i e t i l z r ~ n ~  (1CC:C-32) 
(Pi) l i l ,  hybrid 
( C )  (I. I + ~ ~ ~ ~ C Z L / C ~ ~ Z L I I ?  (ICCW-49) 

Plant ~norpllology of parents and F, l~ybrid ill genus Cir.c.r 
(A) C. ar-ietitl z ~ n 7 ,  (At~nigeri) 
( U )  Li', l~yh1-ic1 
( C )  CI. ~ c / ~ i r ? 0 . s ~ ~ ~ 1 - ? 7 7 1 1 ? 7 ? ~  (1CC:\v-44) 

F ' l a r ~ t  ~norphology of parcxlts a ~ l d  F, hybrid ill genus Ctcer 
(A) C:. or-ictinunt (ICCC-:32) 
( U )  I?, Ilybrid 
( C )  C. cc /~ i~~o . s ]~er - r? t  1 ~ 1 7 1  (IC(:W-44) 

PI;Arr33- 13 
I.,eaf' nlorphology of parents and hybrid. 
a r i e t i n u m  r e t i c u l a t u r n  
ICCW-49 
C .  a r i e t i n u m  F 1  5. ech inospernun  
- 
-- 
-- 
am =- 
C -- 
ICCC-42 ICCW-44 
.- 
PLATE- 14 
T >ear r x x o z - p l l o l o g y  of I > ~ X - C . X I  t,s and l?, h y l ~ r i d .  

PLATE- 15 
Seed morphology of p a r e ~ l t s  a n d  interspecific P, hybrid ill genus Ctci'r 
(A) C:. at-ieti?l.z~nz. X C. reticulntunt 
(Annigeri, clesi) (ICCW-6) 
(C) C. r-ettculalunz. X C. nrieLinc~17t 
( I - )  (Annigeri, clesi) 

Seecl morphology of parents and interspecific F, hybrid ill genus C l i c , ~  
(A) C. arictinun?. X C. reticulntunz. 
((-iL-7fi9, clesi) (ICCW-49) 



PLATE- 18 
Sccd morp11olog-y of parents a n d  i~lterspecific F, liybrid in gellus C' lc i l  
( A )  C. c ~ r ~ ~ t i r ?  Z L I H  ArC. r e t i c ~ l ~ l a l ~ 1 ~ 7  
(I(:(:(;-42, dcs i )  (ICCW-6) 
(B) (:. ariet in urn X C. c c h i ~ r o s p e r n ~ r ~ n ~  
(ICCC-42, d e s i )  (ICCW-44) 
PLATE- 1.8 
PLATE- 19 
Seed nlorpholo~y of' parents nrlti illterspccific F, hybrid in genus ( : ; ( ( I  
(A)  C:. crricti?zr~n~ X C .  r-eticulntutn 
(ICCC-32, lznbuli) (1CC:W-6) 
PLATE - 19 
Meiotic metaphase I configuration in the F, interspecific hybrids in annu?, 
Cicer species. 
( A )  C, nrietirzurn 
(Annigeri) X C. 
reticulrttun?,(ICCW-6) 
(C) I:. reticulatutn 
(I(:C:W-6) X 
C. c~rietinunt (Annigeri) 
Cross 
(I31 C, nrietinur)l. 
(Annigcri) X I:. 
erhinosperr)~ urn (ICCW- 
44) 
I11 
(GI C. nrietirzunl. (ICCC- 
32) X 
C. reticulntun~ (ICCW- 
49) 
I 
(HI C. arietinunt (ICCC- 
32) X 
C. echinosper~i~un?. 
(ICCW-44) 
lV 
(I) C. nrietirlurn (ICCC- 
32) X 
C. eckinosperrnr~nt 
(ICCW-44) 
Chiasma 
Frequency 
Ring 
I1 
Rod 
I1 
PLATE - 2 0 
formation of quadrivalent (in 50% of PMCs), though the chiasma frequency was 
approximately similar to the cross when C. arietinurn was used as female 
parent. Pollen fertility was considerably reduced (55-60%) and pod set was 
35-4096. 
4.3.3.3 C. arietinum X C. echinospermum 
Hybrid plants produced from the crosses of different cultivars of 
C. n r i ~ t i n u m  (Lines- Annigeri, K-850, GI,-769, ICCC-42, and ICCC-32) wit11 
(:. ecizinospermurn (ICCW-44) were examined. The F, plants wcrc vigorous and 
had a semi-erect growth habit with purple flowers, ever1 in case when I(>(:(!-32 
(kahuli) with wl~itc flower color was used as female parent. The hybrid was 
irlterrnediatc for other morphological characters  (Plates 11, 
12,13,14,15C,1GB,17R,18B,19B). The frequency of PMCs with a quaclrivalenls 
(Plate 20 D,E,H,I) and a trivalent and univalent was 72% ancl 21'k, 
rcspcctively. 
The percent of pod set was observed to be high in case when d ~ s i  
accession of C. arietinunz used as female parent (40% pod set), whereas, the pod 
set in casc of knbuli accession was low (27% pod set). The seed coat structlire 
was intermediate between those of the parental species. 
4.3.3.4 C. arietinum X C. pinnatificlum 
Hybrid seeds were produced for the first time between C, arietin,umX 
C. pinnatifidunt during the present study. However, only single seed from each 
cross using cultivars Armigeri, K-850, GL-769, ICCC-42 and ICCC-32 and 
C. pinnatifidum. (ICCW-37) was produced (Table 12). Germination of the 
hybrid seed was normal but resulted in albino plants. The leaf morphology of 
C. pinnatifidum was found to be dominating that of the hybrid plants (Plate 22 
A,B), which confirms that i t  was not a selfed seed (Plate 21). 
When the hybrid embryos from this cross was rescued by embryo 
culturc technique, all the hybrid seedlings showed thc samc albino character 
and could not survive for more than 20-25 days. Therefore, no cytological 
characterization was possible in this hybrid derived from both ficld and through 
embryo rescue. 
Fivc hybrid seeds wcrc produced when C. ~Aorcrssnnicz~m (ICCW-26) 
was used as fenialc parent and C. pinnntifidunl (ICCW-37) as male parent 
(Table 18). Tlicsc liybrid seeds germinated normally, but the seedlings were 
albino, died 15-20 days after transplanting. Hence, no cytological 
characterization was possible for this interspecific hyl3rid. The leafand seedling 
morphology was of iilterrnediatc character (Plates 22 C,23). 
4.4 POLLEN GERMINATION AND POLLEN TUBE GROWTH 
STUDIES 
4.4.1 SELFED Cicer SPECIES 
The time takcn between self pollination and fertilization in eight 
annual Cicer species under in vitro and in  vivo conditions is sumnlarized in 
Table 17. The time required for pollen tube to reach to micropyle after self 
pollination varied greatly in different Cicer species. Growth was fast in 
C. pinnmtifidunt in which the pollen tube took only 6.7 h in vivo and 8.9 h 
in vitro to reach its micropylc, whereas the longest periods of 23.6 and 34.7 h 
were required in C. reticulaturn. It was observed in all the species studied that 


PLATE-22 
Leaf morphology of parents and I?, hybrid. 
C. arietinum 
-
GL-769 
C,  arietinum 
- 
ICCC-32 
p i n n a t i f  idum .. 
ICCW-37 
PLATE-23 
Plant morphology- of the parcnts and F, hybrid 
(A) C. c h o r - a s s a ? z . i c z ~ r 7 z  (female) 
(R) C. p i 7 7  ? ~ . r x t i f i c t r ~ m  (male) 
(<:I F, hybrid 

Table 17 Time taken for pollen tubes to reach micropyle after self pollination 
in annual Cicer species, in-viuo and in-uitro. 
Mean time taken (hrs) 
Species In-vivo In-uitro 
-- 
C. pinnatifidurn 6.7 8.9 
C. chorassnnicum 6.9 11.5 
C. judaicum 7.8 11.9 
the time required for pollell tubes to rcach nlicropyle under in vitro condition 
was always more than the time took undcr in vivo condition. 
The three species, C. arietinum, C. reticulatr~nz and C. echirzos~~erntunt 
have styles of approximately the same length, C. echinospernzum required less 
than half the timc for self fertilization than the other two spccics. Likewise, 
C. pinnatifidunt and C. judnicum. have styles of approximately the sarne length, 
yet the time required for selffertilizationin C. pin~tatifidunl. was mucllless than 
that required in C. jurlnicum (Table 17). 
4.4.2 CROSSES BETWEEN CUL'I'IVATED AND WILD ANNUAL Cicer 
SPECIES. 
When the interspecific crosses werc made using C. irri~tir11~1)1 as felnkile 
parent, the pollen of'wild spccics germinated and pcnctrated the stignla aftcr 
a short time in all cross combinations (Plate 24A). 'l'hc time taken hy pollerl 
tubes to reach nlicropylc in interspecific crosses is presented in Tahle 18. 
The pollen grains usually produced thick pollen tuhes near thc 
stigmatic surface at  thc time of germination (Plate 24B). Howcvcr, as tubes 
grew down in thc style, they bccarnc thinner and intensity of fluorescence also 
decreased. In fcw cases, pollen grains germinated on the style or ovary wall, but 
were unable to penetrate it. Instead, they usually formed short pollcll tubes 
along the style or ovary wall, or the pollen tube twisted and folded back. 
Pollen tubes could not be observed very clearly towcards the end of the 
style because of the presence of glandular hairs (Plate 24H), but could be 
distinguished clearly in the ovary. Pollen tubes were characterized by 
irregularly spaced callose deposits. Sometimes callose was dense, filled up the 
pollen tube and was clearly visible (Plate 24G), while in other cases parts of the 
Pollcll tube growth in i~~terspecific crosses arnong aiu~ual  Cicer species. 
Pollen started gernlinatioll on thc stigma ill C. arietinun7, S ('. 
reticulatutn, 2hr after pollination (HAP), 
Pollen tube growth in  C. artetinurn X C. ecli,inosper~nutn 8 1lAlJ. 
showing dense callose deposits, 
A pollen tube near thc ovule after having formed a bulhous (111(1 
in C. nrict ir~ul?~ X C. b i j ~ g u t n  (16 H A P ) ,  
Callose deposits a t  the point of growth of the pollen tube in ( ' .  
hj,jz~.g~.rn X C. a r t ~ t i t ~ ~ ~ r n  (15 H A P ) ,  
Twisted and curled pollen tube in C. judaicutn, X C .  nrietirzur~. ( 1 0  
HAT'), 
Branched pollen tuhc in C. arictirruru X C. b ~ j l ~ g u t n  (16 HAl')? 
Wholc tube filled with callose in C. reticulaturn C. a,rietinutj~ 
HAP), 
Pollen tubes among the glandular hairs, 
Incomplete filling of callose in  the tubc showing the discontirluit~ 
in C. pinnutifidurn X C. Chorassan.icurn (6  HAP). 

pollen tubes were devoid of callose and were not visible, giving the appearance 
of a discontinuous pollen tube (Plate  241). 
Time taken for pollen germination on stigma and pollen tube growth 
rates in style were similar in crosses involving different accessions of a given 
cross combination. Thus, data involving different accessions of a species were 
pooled. A great difference was observed between reciprocal crosses in the time 
rcquired for pollen tubes to reach to rnicropyle. In all cases, except crosses 
involving C. echinospernzurn and C:. ch.orc~ssanicunt as one of the parents, the 
time taken in reciprocal crosses was nlorc in the same cross combination. The 
tirrle required for fertilization varied considerably in different interspecific cross 
combinations, and ranged horn lowest 8.2 h ( in  vivo) and 10.1 h (in. vilro) in 
C. nrietirrr~rn, X (,'. echinospermuriz to highest up to 34.1 h ( in  vino) and 45.2 11 
( i n  uitro) in C'. nrictirzurn X C. reticr~Latunz (Table  18). Large differences in lime 
taken by pollen grain to reach micropyle were observed in so~lle reciprocal 
interspecific crosses. Time required for pollen tube to reach rnicropyle was 
:ilmost double when C. arictini~rn was used as the male parent, rather than as 
female parent, in crosses with C. judnicurn, C. pirtnntificlun~ and C. reticula tun^ 
(Table  18). 
Usually only one (P la te  24C), but occasionally two or three pollen 
tubes were observed near the ovules. Few abnormalities in pollen tube growth 
were also observed in these interspecific pollinations. The most common was 
the formation of bulbous portions in pollen tubes (Plate  24D). This bulbous 
structure, however, did not prevent further pollen tube growth as entry of the 
pollerl tube into the ovule was observed despite this abnormality (Plate  
24C). Other abnormalities such as curled and twisted pollen tubes (P la te  24Ei 
and branched pollen tubes (Plate  24F) were observed. 

I11 spite of various abnormalities in pollen tube growth in different 
interspecific crosses and in their reciprocals, the pollen entered into the ovule 
in all interspecific crosses studied. Older ovules (72 HAP) appeared healthy and 
were developing in most of the crosses, indicating that some growth had 
occurred after fertilization, which showed that the barrier(s) to interspecific 
hybridization between the cultivated and the wild annual Cicer species were 
definitely of post-fertilization in nature. 
4.5 POLLEN MORPHOLOGY 
4.5.1 GENERAL FEATURES OF POLLEN OF Cicer SPECIES 
Tlle pollen of different species of Cicer were tricolporate (Amh type- 
fossaperturate). 'l'lle shape of the pollen varied fi+om oblate-spheroidal to 
prolate- depending upon the polar lengtll to equatorial length (PIE) ratio, which 
ranged from 0.97-2.00 ('l'able 19). Outline of pollen in polar vicw was 
triangular with slightly coilvex mesocolpin and apertures were set in truncate 
corners, or more or less circular, whereas, in equatorial view i t  was circular to 
elliptic. The apertures werc sometimes found to be projecting a little a t  the 
equator. Deep ectoapertures and colpi longer than the length of the polar 
axis. In some cases colpi end is extended, the extensions anastornosing to 
delimit a triangular apocolpium. Margins were very weakly thickened with 
coarsely granular membrane. Endoaperture pori, lolongate, with poorly defined 
margins. Exine ornamentation reticulate (polybrochate). The lumina varied in 
size, often smaller in center of the mesocolpiun~, but i t  was found absent in a 
broad imperforate band bordering the colpi. The lumina diameter varied from 
0.70-2.14 pm. Apocolpia are microreticulate. Murri thickness was in the range 
of 0.41-0.93 pm, Size of pollen varies from small to medium. 

C. ariet inum(A1 cv. Annigeri (desil- The pollen of C. arietinum cv. Annigeri was 
found to be of medium size with mean polar axis of 31.721.6 pm. Three 
prominent notches a t  poles gave pollen a triangular view (Plate 
25A). Equatorial shape of the pollen was prolate with P/E ratio of about 
1.69k0.2. Laterally convex mesocolpia, and deeply trilobed apocolpia were 
present. Ectoapertures were deep, and colpi was longer than the length of the 
polar axis, rather broad, widening from obtuse ends, with defincd thin 
margins. Endoapertures pori wcrc found with poorly defined margins. 'l'he 
n ~ u r r i  was slightly tliclr (0.5520.002 pm) with shallow lununa, which had a n  
average diameter of 0.70+0.06 p m  with approximate 7855 hrocli per 10 pmL 
(Plate 28A). 
C. ariet ir tum(B) ICCC-32 (kabu11)- The pollcn of C. nrietinurtl cv. ICC(:-32 was 
of medium size (33.1k1.5 pm), slightly larger than Annigeri(clcsl,) type 
pollcn. 'They wcrc found to be prolate in shape in equatorial vicw ( TJ/E 
rati0=2.01*0.6) (Plate 25B), however, polar view of pollen was less triangular, 
nlore or lcss blunt. Ectoaperture was not deep but widened with an  acutc 
angle. Lacunae smaller than that  of the desi type. M w r i  thickness was 
0.72+0.02 pm, and with approximate 6425 brochi per 10 pniL. Diameter of 
lurnina was 1.01+-0.06 pn. 
C. re t i cu la tum-  Pollen was medium sized (35.022.9 pm). I t  was circular in 
polar view (Plate 25C) and prolate in shape (Plate 25D). Colpi margins wcre 
rnicroreticulate. Average lurnina diameter was larger (0.82a0.06 pm) than that  
of Cicer arietinurrz. Number of brocli per 10 pmZ was largest among all the 
species of Cicer studied (79+5) (Plate 28B). 
C. echinospermum- Pollen shape was prolate in equatorial vicw and the pollen 
was found to be of medium size (33.821.1 pm). I t  was triangular to trilobed in  
Scanning electror~ photonlicrographs showing pullc~l graii--l rnorphnlo~y 
in arlrlual Ciccr species. 
(A) Polar view of C. c~rietinz~rn (clesi), 
(R) Fiquatorial view of C. c~rictinunz (knbz~l i ) ,  
( C )  Polar view of I:. reticulaturn, 
(11) Equatorial view of C. reticl~lnturrz, 
(E)  1I:quatorial view of C. pinnntif idum, 
(F) Polar view of C. pir~natificlunt. 

polar view (Plate  26A). Colpi furrows were deep with microreticulate 
margins. Colpi had a widening a t  polar end giving the apocolpium a projected 
appearance. Number of brochi per 10 pm%as 67+-6 and lumina were shallow 
but granular (dia. approx.- 0.86+0.06 pm) surrounded by thin xnurri (0.41k0.01 
pm) (Plate 28C). 
C. pinnatifidum- Pollen of C. pinnatifidum was medium sized (30.0k1.5 pm), 
prolate in shape (Plate  25E), and circular in polar view (Plate  25F). Colpi 
margins a t  equator were wide a t  acute angle and were nucroreticulate. Decper 
and wider lunlina a t  nlesocolpia (2.10-tO.8 p m  approx. dia.), surrounded by 
murri of 0.64r0.01 pm thickness. Rrochi count was 4226 per 10 pm2 (P la te  
28D). 
C. judaicum- The pollen of (:. jurlnicurn was prolate spheroidal (Plate  26B) in 
shape (PIT< ratio = 1.88-cO.21, medium sized (28.5 pm polar axis length), and 
circular in polar view (Plate  26C). Lurriina were deep perforated and granular 
with approxirnatc diameter of 1.220.1 pIn, surrounded by 0.46r0.04 pm thiclc 
murri. Broclu present were G4k4 per 10 p m q n  number (Plate  28E). 
C. hijugurn- Pollen was sub-prolate in shape (Plate  26D) and srnall in size 
(23.820.7 pn1) with weakly developed mesocolpia pouches. Colpi were fused 
(sy~colporate) through narrow horn like channels delimiting small (3-4 prn) but 
prominent triangular apocolpia in polar view (Plate  26E). Large (approx. dia. 
1.1620.06 pm) and deep lumina with murri of 0.60k0.02 pm thickness. Urochi 
count was 55k3 per 10 pm2 (Plate 28F). 
C. chorassanicum- Pollen of this species was (21.9k2.5 pm) smallest of all the 
species studied (Plate  26F). Oblate spheroidal (Plate 27A) in shape (PIE ratio= 
0.9720.4). Broader a t  poles and equator, giving an overall spherical shape 
(Plate 27B). C o l ~ i  had the normal obtuse ends, but extended by two narrow 
Scanning electron photomicrographs showing pollen grain rnorpholog~ 
in annual Cicer species. 
(A) Equatorial and polar views of C. echt~zosperrnunz, 
(B) polar view of C. judaicurrz, 
(C) Equatorial view of C. judaicunl., 
(D) Equatorial view of C. bijugunz, 
(E) Polar view of C. bijugu~n, 
(l?) Cluster of C. chorn.ssnniculn pollen grains. 

Scallxli~lg electron photomicrographs showing pollen grain rnorphnlog~ 
in annual Cicer spccies. 
(A) Ecluatorial view of C. cfzorcrssorzicun~,, 
(B) Polar view of C. chorassr~nicz~nz, 
(C) Polar view of C. cutzeatum, 
(L)) Equatorial view of C. curtcaturn, 
(E) Exine ornamentatio~l in C. c f~orassn?~, lcun~,  
(F) Exine ornamentation in C. cuneaturn. 

Scanning electron photol~licrographs showing pollell grain ~norphulogy 
in  a l ~ l ~ ~ l a l  Ciwr species. 
(A) Exinc ornamen t,ntion ill C. crrietilzunt , 
(B) Exinc ornamelltation ill C. reticulntum, 
fC) 1I:xine ornamentation in C. c~chino.spern~unt, 
(D) E x i ~ ~ e  orrlanlelltatiorl in C. pi?? nntifidurr?, 
(E) Exinc ornanientatiol~ in C:. judaicunz, 
(F) Exine ornamelltatio~l in C. bijugz~m. 
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horn like channels which link up with similar channels from an  unusual, 
prominent large triangular apocolpia (110 PI) which was surrounded by colpus 
exteilsions (Plate  27A). Murri was very thick (0.93+-0.06pm) surrounding the 
shallow lumina with a diameter of 2.1420.13 pm. Broclli were 3526 per 10 pm2 
in number (Plate 27E). 
C. cuneaturn- Medium sized (30.9 pn) pollen of C, curler~turrz were found to be 
prolate in shape (PIE ratio = I .76?0.2). Ectoaperturc were very deep and widely 
furrowed (Plate 27D). Colpi were distinctly wide and deep a t  poles rnaking 
apocolpium trilobed, rather irregular in shape (Plate  27C). Exine was deeply 
reticulate. Brochi were 34e5 per 10 pmZ in number. Lumina was observed to 
be wide (approx. dia. 1.78k0.1 jim) and surrouncled by 0.42 gm thiclc murri 
(Plate 27F). 
4.5.2 POLLEN MORPHOLOGY OF INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDS IN 
Cicer SPECIES 
The overall ~rlorphology of the hybrid pollen was similar to the 
morphology of the norrllal pollen of the Cicer species (Plates 29,301, although 
individual dii'ferences were observed which were used to distinguish between 
the crosses (Table 20). 
C. nrietinum (Desi) X C. reticulatum: Pollen of this hybrid was rncdium in 
size (30.821.6 pm), smaller than kabuli cross. Poles blunt and circular (Plate  
29A). Pollen prolate in shape (PA3 ratio= 1.72k0.2) with slightly protruded 
apocolpium. Endoapertures pori with microreticulate colpi margins. Murri 
thickness of 0.61~0.02 pm with lurnina diameter 0.48-tO.13 pm, and number of 
brochi per 10 pm2 were 77&6 (Plate  30A). 





C. arietinunt (Desi) X C. echinospermum: Pollen was medium sized (about 
33.121.0 pm), prolate in shape (PA3 ratio= 1.74,0.01), and triangular in polar 
view showing distinct triangular lobes (Plate 29B). Ectoaperture was 
deep. Murri tlGckuess was 0.50-cO.01 pm with 0.98d.10 prn diameter of 
lurnina, and number of brochi present were 48+5 per 10 pmVPlate 30B). 
C. arietinulrr (ICCC-32, Kabuli) X C. reticulatum: Pollen of this hybrid was 
of medium size (31.3-.1.2 pin) and prolate in shape (P/E ratio= 
1.61-cO.2). Circular and hlullt in polar view (Plate 29C). Apocolpium was 
slightly protruded. Ecloaperture was shallow whicll widens with acute 
angle. Pollen showed thin murri (0.4820.04 pill), lurnina with average diameter 
of 0.60+0.12 pn ,  and approximately 7423 brochi per 10 pm2 (Plate 30C). 
C. arietirtu~n (ICCC-32, kubul i )  X C. echinosperntunr : Pollen was medium 
in size (31.8&3.0 pm) and prolate in  shape (PIE ratio= 1.7620.1). l'rianbrular to 
trilobed in polar view (Plate 29D). It had deep colpi furrow and rnargir~s were 
microrcticulate. Apocolpiurn projected a t  the polar ends. Number of brochi per 
10 prli+as 66+4 with lumiila diameter of approx.- 0.91k0.09 pm, suurrounded 
by murri of 0.65dl.04 pm tllickncss (Plate 30D). 
DISCUSSION 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
5.1 CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES 
5.1.1 KARYOMORPHOLOGTCAL STUDIES IN C. arietinum 
In C. arietinunr the longest chromosome pair (number 1) was 
consistently satellited in the long arm and was submetacentric. All five 
cultivated chickpea accessions analyzed had a somatic chromosome number of 
2n=16. This is in agreement with numerous previous studies (Vyas and 
Mehrotra, 1963; Phadnis and Narkhede, 1969; Mercy et al.,  1'374~1, Sharma and 
Gupta, 1982; Lavania and Lavania, 1982,1983; Sharma and Gupta, 1982,1983b, 
1986; Mukherjee and Sharma, 1987; Ahmad, 1988). A diploid chromoson~e 
number of 14, 24, 32 or  33 was never observed which is in sharp contrast to 
previous reports (Rau, 1929; Dixit, 1932a; Singh, 1964; Furnlu-anz, 1968; van 
der Maesen, 1972). Therefore, the present study proves that cultivated chickpea 
has a diploid chromosome nuxnber of 16. rtescarch conducted here and 
elsewhere (Bald, 1387; Ahmad, 1988) indicates that Ciccr chromosomes are 
sticky and the primary constrictioils are not clear and distinct following use of 
currently available pretreatmerlts. 'I'lis could explain the variation hetween the 
reports on the position of the prirncary constriction. 
While the effect of pretreatrncnts of root tips is to clear the cytoplasm, 
separate the middle lamella and to bring about scattering of clwornosonies with 
clarification of constriction rcbfions, different pretreatment agents behave 
differently and, t.hus different groups of organisms require different 
pretreatment agents to bring about the desired effect (S11:irnla. and Shnrma, 
1980). 111 literature on 6. c~rif>finzinz karyornorphology, various prctreatrncnts 
have been used, viz., no pretreatment (Vyas and Mehrotra, 1'363; Phadnis, 1970; 
Kutarekar and Wanjari, 1983), 8-hyclroxyquinoline (Mercy ~t al., 1974a; Ahrnacl, 
and Godward, 1980), p-dicllorohcnzene (Sharnla and Gupta, 1982, 1986; 
Lavarlia and Lavania, 1983) and p-dicllorobenzene with aesculine (Mukherjee 
and Sharma, 1987). Recently, Ahmad (1988) in  his study, gave 12 h of cold 
water pretreatment. Most of the above studies gave only diagrar~matic sketches 
of the cultivated chckpea chromosomes, while only a few actual 
photomicrographs which often are of poor quality, that interpreting them would 
be difficult. Results frorn the present study iildicates that the 
1-bromonaphthalene gives better chromatin condensation and separation of 
constrictions than other pretreatment agents used in C. arietinunt. This 
pretreatment has never been used in the genus Cicer. While a further 
improvement in the handling of chickpea chromosomes are needed, this 
pretreatment technique was adequate for the present objective. 
Another reason for the discrepancies observed in most instances, the 
basis for classifying the various chromosome types was either not stated or, if 
i t  was stated, then it  varied in different studies. Thus, when the same genotype 
was studied by mole than one researcher, a different karyot,ype formula was 
proposed each time, viz., for genotypes N-59 (dcsi) and D-8 (clc..si) (Phadnis, 1970; 
Kutarekar and Wanjari, 19831, RG-203 (desi) (Lavailia and I,avania, 1983; 
Mukhcrjee and Sharma, 1987) and C-214 (rlesz) (Sharma and Gupta, 1986; 
Mukherjee and Sharmn, 1987). Nonetheless, the karyotype of' the chickpea 
derived froill the five acccssions used in the present study, generally agrees with 
the previously published karyotypes. Dil'fercnces in length of tllc total 
chromosornc complement in different genotypes of chickpea, as observed in 
previous studies, co11ld he real, although they may also be partly duc to 
differences in chromatin condensation caused by different pretreatment agents 
as well as artifacts in the technique used. In all cases the position of secondary 
constriction was suhternunnl and it  was on the longest chromosome. The 
smallcst chromosornc pair was never satellited, as had been rcportcd by 
Iyengar (1939). 
5.1.2 KARYOMORPHOLOGICAL STUDIES IN WILD Cicer SPECIES 
Results from the present study were similar to earlier studies (Sharma 
and Gupta, 1986; Ahmad, 1988) on C. reticulaturn except that Sharina and 
Gupta (1986) reported that chromosome 2 was acrocentric, while i t  was 
submetacentric in the present study and that of Ahinad (1988). It should he 
noted, however, that the size difference between these two chromosoine pairs 
was not significant in the present study. 
The karyotype of the species C. echinospernzum was studied only once 
earlier (Ahinad, 1988). The difference observed between the present study and 
that ofAhrnad (1988) was the presence of two metacentric chromosomes instead 
of three, and presence of one acrocentric chromosome in the karyotype. The 
longest satellited pair was metacentric while it was reported submetaccntric by 
Ahnlad (1988). 
The results of karyotype of Cirer pinnntifidur71 are in full agreement 
with those of Ahmad (1988). However, therc is some discrepancy in location of 
secondary constriction, which was found to be in fifth chro~nosome pair. While 
Iyengar (1939) observed a satellite o11 the shortest chromosome of the 
complement, location of secondary constriction in prcscnt study was in 
agreement with Mcrcy et a/. (1974a) :In(] Sharma and Gupta (1986) who located 
i t  on the longest chromoso~iie complemerit. It should be noted that chronloson~e 
number 5 ,  which was found to bc satellitccl in previous study (Allmad, 1!)88), 
was not significantly different in length from the shortest chromosome In 
addition, it is easy to ~nisclassify C. pinl~atifidunz chromosorncs o w i ~ ~ g  to thcir 
small and regular intergrades of size. TII t l i s  respect these results are closer to 
those of Mercy 4t  al. (1974a) and Sharma and Gupta (1986), than those of cither 
Iyengar (1939) or Ahmad (1988). 
The karyotype of C. judaicz~m derived from the present study differed 
from that of Ahmad (1988) who described the karyotype consisting seven 
subnletacentric chromosome pairs, one largest, acrocentric and one shortest, 
submetacentric, satellited clxomosome and that of Sharma and Gupta (1986) 
who described the lraryotype of this species as six metacentric and two 
submetacentric chromosome pairs with no satellited chromosome pair. It is 
difficult to comprehend the lack of satellited chromosome in C. judaicum, since 
in ally eukaryotic genome, the ~lucleolar organizing region of satellited 
chromosomes carries genes fbr ribosomal RNA essential to normal functioni~lg 
nf Ahn=nmeq Chrnmosome number 8 is very short and, as can bc seen in the 
report of Sharina and Gupta (1986). Their pretreatment produces highly 
condensed clromosomes compared to those in present study. These factors may 
have prevented Sharma and Gupta (1986) from viewing the satellited 
chromosomes in C. judniculn. Moreover, satellites can be observed clearly only 
in cells a t  early xnetaphasc, since a t  later stages the constriction becomes 
indistinct. 
The only karyotypic work done on (:. hijugurn, and C. chorcissnrzicu~rt 
was by Ahrnad (1988). Who reported that both species had two metacc~ltric and 
six submetacentric, medium sizcd chromosomes. He was unable to locate the 
secondary constriction in citllcr species. In present study, it was observed that 
the first larjic chrornosomc was acrocentric and satellited, and there were four 
inedium sized sul~met~acc~~~lric cl~ronlusomc pairs and three rncdium sized 
rnctacentric chromosome pairs in<:. hiji~gl~nz. While C. chorns.sr~r~.icunz had two 
medium to small sizcd acrocent.tic chromosorne pairs, fbur small to vcry srnall 
submetacentric chromoso~ne pairs and two vcry small metacentric chromosome 
pairs, fourth submetacentric chrorrlosome pair was satellited. But thc 
chromosomes of C. cltorr~sscrrricu~~~, were smaller than those of (:. bijugr~rr~.. 
The karyotypc of C. cr~neatun~ derived from present study differed 
considerably from Ahrnad (19881, who found one metaceiltric and seven 
submetacentric chromosome pairs, and chrornosorne number 8 to be 
satellited. His description of the C. cu~zeatum karyotype disagreed with that of 
Sharma and Gupta (1986), for there was a major difference in the location of 
secondary constriction. Sharma and Gupta (1986) found i t  on the longest 
chromosome pair (clu-omosome I), while i t  was located on the shortest 
chromosome pair (chromosome VIIT) in Ahmad's (1988) study and on 
chromosome I1 in present study. Due to small chromosome size differences, it 
i q  nnsqihle that the satellite could be located on any of the other srnaller 
chromosomes, but certainly not on the smallest chromosome (cl~omosome 
VIII). Tile different results in these studies are hard to explain, since 
C. cul~eatum is represented only by a single accessiorl in the world 
germplasm. Moreover, the seed material was obtained from the same source 
(ICRISA?') in all studies. In the present study, the longest and shortest 
chromosome pairs were not found to be satellited in any of the cells 
examined. It  is, therefore, suggested that Sharma and (fupta's (1986) and 
Ahmad's (1988) findings were due to technical artifacts. 
(:lonsidering all karyomorphological parameters of the eight annual 
Cicer species studied, the liaryotype of cultivated chickpea rescrrlbled that of 
C:. rcticulnlr~~7i and C. c~chS~~o,spcrniunr. more closely than ally of'thc remaining 
Cicer species. ' f i e  above rnent,ioncd thrcc specics cilsn show a Iugh dcgrec of 
morphological rcsemblancc. Howcver, n closer look a t  the karyotypic formula 
indicat.r:s th:~t C. reticr~lrttun?. shows more karyotypic hrlmology with the 
cultivated cllickpca than does C. ecl~ii~osl1erntur7?,. 'Thus, C. rcticulntun~ is 
karyotypicnlly thc closest to C:. aricbbnurrt, suggesting that it probably is the 
progenitor of the cultivated chickpea. 
5.1.3 KARYOTYPIC ASYMMETRY IN ANNUAL Cicer SPECIES 
A syntrnetrical karyotype is one, in which all the chromosomes are 
approximately of the same size, and have median (metacentric) or submedian 
(submetacentric) position of centromeres. Increasing asymmetry can occur 
either through a shift in ceiltromere position from median to subterminal 
(acrocentric) or terminal (telocentric), or through the accumulation of differences 
in relative size between the chromosomes of the complement, thus making the 
karyotype more hcterogeneous (Stebbins, 1971). 
Stebbins (1971) classified lcaryotype symmetry based on four lcvels of 
asymnetry in arm ratio and t h e e  levels of asymmetry in ratio between the 
lollgest and the shortest chromosome. The same classification system, w1ic11 
applicd to the eight annual Cicer species studied, indicated three groups of 
asymmetry in the genus Cicer ('l'ahle 21) against two reported by Ahmad 
(1987). The ,arm ratio proportion was talrcn as kl.25 instead of <2:1. This gave 
a wider classification to the karyotype symmetry. The 2B type of asyrnrnetry 
was the characteristic of three species, viz., C. arietinunt, C. reticulaturn, iind 
C.pinnntifidz~rrr. While C. eckirz.o.sperrnu~n groupcd under 313 typc of 
asylmletry. Thc 3A type of asymmetry was characteristic of the rernailling four 
spccies. This was in contrast to Ahmad's (1.987) rcport whcre lie fo~uld thcse t,o 
group in 1A and 113 type of asymrnctry. Sy-nmetrical knryotypcs are prirnitivc 
characters in rnany genera and families (Stebl)ins, 1!171). This is the case also 
in the genus Cicer, since 2I3 type illcludes the cultivated specics which is tlic 
13lost highly evolved and has tlic most asymmetrical karyotype. While 
classif'ying thc Ciccr specics, C. ptn.n,ntifidu~n was also found to bc classified 
under 2B type along with C. ~rietirzuln which is not in agreement with Ahmad 
(1988) who classified it; with C. juclnicunz, C. bijugurrz, C. chorassnnicun~., end 
C. cz~neatum. This proves i t  to be less primitive than the remaining Cicer 
species. C. eclti~zosperrnurn is 3B type which is more asymnlet~lcal than 
C. nrietinum and C. rcticulatunt. This might be clue to translocations or 
deletions i11 this species which placed it  away from the 2B group (Figure 4). 
There is a predominant trend in flowering plants towards increasing 
asymmetry of the karyotype. This has been studied in Crepis and other genera 
of the Compositae, tribe Cichorieae (Stebbins, 1958). The karyotype of related 
species differ from each other with respect to both the length and the number 
of chromoso~ne arms. In these examples, the chromosome number may remain 
Table 21 Karyotype asymmetry in the eight annual Cicer species1 
Ratio of 
Longest to I 
shortest 
chromosome 
Proportion of chromosome with arm ratio r 1.25 ! 
0.0 1 0.01-0.5 0.51-0.99 1 1.0 
I 1 
C. judaicum 
! I --- -- - C. cuneatum --- I 1 B 2 B I 3 B , i 4 B .  
I I! --- --- C. bijugum 
jl I I --- 1 C. arietinum --- i --- I 
1 
--- 
I I --- 1 C. reticulatum --- _ _ _  1 1 2:l-4:1 1 
I --- -- - --: 1 1 C. echinospermurn 
--- C. pi~matifidum --- 
I 
1 C 1 2 C 3 C 
1 --- i 
1 ,411 4 c  ! 
--- --- I --- 
1 I I I --- I 
< 2:l 11  I --- I --- I C. chorassanicum --- 
'Karyotjpe asymmetry classification according to Stebbins (19'71). 
Figure 4: Karyotype asymmetry in the eighCicer species 
C. areitinum .- C. reticulatum - C. echinospermum C. pinnatifidum 
. - - .L\. - - - ..... @ ..... - -*- - 
2 
C. judaicum C. bijugum C. chorassanicum C. cuneatum 
.-.. .-.. .-. f .-. --- 
constant while the relationships in size and form between different 
chro1nosonlcs may vary considerably from one lraryotype to another. Such 
examples are  best explairled on the assumptiorl of increasing karyotype 
asymmetry through pcricentric i~lversio~ls and unequal translocations. The 
most primitive and the most asymmetrical karyot~rpe is  found in the most 
advanced taxa and they have evolved from the taxa with symmetrical lcaryotype 
(Stebbins, 1971). Probably genus Cicer falls into this category. 
The probable explanation for the evolution of syr-runctrical karyotype 
to asymmetrical keryotypc is that  natural selection would be expected to fc4vor 
translocations and inversions which add genes to the cluster hy transferring to 
its vicinity berlcficial mutations that  arise elsewhere in the complemelll. In  this 
way, any cllromosorne a rm that  initially acquires an adaptive cluster consisting 
of a small nurnhcr of genes to the cluster whicli would reirifi~rce or render i t  
Inore specialized, by the particular adaptation promoted by the cooperntivr 
aclion of thcse genes. On thc other hand, chromosoine arms which lacked such 
adaptive cluster would tend to become shorter through removal of genes from 
them whenever they increase their adaptive advantage by becoming linked to 
the genes belonging to a n  adaptive cluster. The evidence to support this 
hypothesis comes f ro~n  the study by Stehbins (1958). 
The development of karyotype asymmetry is associated with the entry 
into pioneer habitats, and often with the evolution of annual growth cycles 
(Stebbins, 1971). Additionally, which proves to be correct when we consider the 
available karyotypic information i n  genus Cicer this proves to be correct. By 
following the karyotypic information given by Ahrnad (1989) for one of the wild 
perennial species, Cicer nnatolicum showing a high degree of symmetry in that  
species proves that  this perexulial Cicer species has more symmetrical karyotype 
&I--- --.>.."I nno< 
5.2 INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDIZATION AND CHROMOSOME 
PAIRING IN INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDS IN Cicer. 
5.2.1 INTERSPECIFIC IFYBRIDIZATION 
Seven  Cicer species viz.,  (I. arietinunz, C. r ~ t i c r ~ l n t u r n ,  
C. echinospernzurn, C. pinnatifidum, (:. jutlnicum, C. c~horassa?lir~~rn a d 
C. cuneaturn, were utilized for making interspecific crosses i n  all possible 
combinations. InterspeciIic reciprocal crosses also were attempted. 
All F, hyhrids of' tlus cross showed a semi-erect hallit. The hyhrids 
involvirlg ICCC-32 (knbr~lr) cultivar of C. aricti~zunt a s  f'emalc parent was 
characterized hy pink flower which i t  inherited from male parent 
(:. rc/icnlatunz. Meiosis in  all the hybrids of this cross was normal with regular 
formation of eight bivalents. Normal chromosornc and chromatid segregation 
i n  this hybrid was proved hy a high pollen (93-96%)) and ~ l l a ~ l t  fertility. 
Ladizinsky and Adler (1976a) also studied meiotic chrornosome 
associations of the same hybrid, albeit with different genotypic 
combinations. Their results were generally in  agreement with the rcsuilts of the 
present study. Howcver, Ladizirlsky and Adler (19764 found differences i n  
meiosis of interspecific hybrids between the cultivated chickpea (Line 58 F) and 
C. reticz~lr~tunz (Line 77), indicating that  some chronlosonle repatterrli~lg had 
occurred i n  C. arietinunt. But  when a different chickpea cultivar, ICC-8928 
(desi) was crossed with C. reticulntum accessioxl ICCW-9, the hybrid formed 
eiglltrecgular bivalcr~ts (Jaiswal et ul., 1984). Ahmad (1988) also did not observe 
any repatterlling among the C. arietinunt lines used i n  the study. The extent 
of chromosome repatterningin C. arietinum is  unknown. However, based on the 
results the of present and previous studies (Ladizinsky and Adler, 1976a; 
Jaiswal et aL., 1984), i t  seems that  repatterning probably occurs rarely in 
C. nrietinurn. 
5.2.1.2 C. reticulatunz X C. arietinurn 
The hybrid(:. reticulaturn (I(:(:W-6)XC. nri~tinurll (A~uugeri) showed 
intermediate morpholo~ical characters and abnormalities in the meiosis. As 
reported earlier (Ladizinsky and Adler, 1976h) rneiosis in hybrid plants showed 
occasional formation of one quadrivalent, Lhough the chiasrna frequency was 
approxirllately sirrlilar to lhe cross when (:. arieti?~urrl was taken as fernale 
parent. Pollen fertility was low (55-60%) and pod set was only 35-4Ufh. The 
irregularities confirmed the views of Ladizinsky and Adlcr (1 976b), that the 
parental lines dit'fcred hy a trilnslociition and a paracentric inversion. Alsc) t11c 
effect of nlaternnl cytoplasm on pairing can not be overruled. 
Hybrid plants from the cross between C. nriettlzum (cvs. Aruligeri, K- 
850, GI,-769, ICCC-42, and 1CCC-32) and C. erhinosl~ermunz (ICCW-44) were 
successfully produced and examined. The I?, plants were vigorous had a semi- 
erect growth habit with purple flowers, even in a cross where ICCC-32 (knhz~li) 
with white flower color was used as  female parent. At meiosis univalents were 
occasionally observed. Seventy two percent of pollen mother cells (PMCs) had 
a quadrivalent and 21% trivalent and an  univalent, indicating that  the two 
parental species differed by a reciprocal trarrslocation. Pollen stainability 
(which is more or less a measure of pollen fertility) of this hybrid was low, but 
not to the extent quoted by Ladizinsky and Ader,  1976b that  i t  is practically 
sterile based on the data of selfed seed set. In the present study a high percent 
nf qopd set was obtained. 
Harlan And De Wet (1971) placed C. echinospermunt into secondary 
gene pool separated from C. ari~tinunz and C. rcticulntun~ and recommended 
that a large scale hyhridizution should be carried out to get good success in 
C. arietinunt X C. c~chi~~ospernzunz cross. This objeclivc is fulfilled during 
present course of study and large number of seeds were obtained with each 
cultivar of (:. arietinun~ when used as female parent. 
5.2.1.4 C. arietinunt X C. pinnntificlunz 
No hybrid seed was produced from this cross previously. However, one 
seed each using each cultivar (Annigeri, K-850, C;L-769, ICCC!-42 and IC(:C-:I2) 
of C: aric.trnu1~1 X C. p ~ n ~ ~ a t ~ f i r l u m  (ICCW-37) was produced. Gcrnlination of the 
hybrid seeds was nornlal but they produced nlhino plants wliich survived only 
for 20-25 days aftel- germin:ttio~~ 'l'liercfore, cytological charactcrii..atiol~cterizatio was 
not possible. 'l'he hybrids showed clominanct~ of morphological characters from 
C. pinnatif~rlum which nlso confirnlcd that they were not selfed seeds. (kyptic 
structural changes in the chrornosornes r r~gh t  be the c:tusc of failure of the 
hybrid plants to survive or presence of a functional albino gene may he the cause 
of albinisrn in the hybrid. 
The formation of hybrid seed in this cross was earlier reported by 
Ahmad (1988). The results of the present study and earlier one were the 
same. Five hyl~rid seeds were produced when C. c/torassanicur~t (ICCW-26) was 
used as female parent and C. pi?znntifidumn. (ICCW-37) as mule parent. These 
hybrid seeds germinated normally, but produced albino seedlings which died 
15-20 days after transplanting. Fate of the hybrid plants produced in e'arlier 
study (Ahmad 1988) was the same. Therefore, no cytological characterization 
was nossible for this interspecific hybrid. 
5.3 POLLEN GERMINATION AND POLLEN TUBE GROWTH 
STUDIES. 
5.3.1 IN SELFED Cicer SPECIES 
Pe~ietrat ion of the pollen into the ovule through the ~nicropylc a n d  
~ubscquen t  eillargeinent of the ovule were talren as  a n  indication of 
fertilization. This criterion for fertilization has  been used by nlaily workers 
(Sangduen et nl., 1983; Rainsay et al., 1984; Bassiri ct al. ,  1987). When 
C. nriettnunz was selfpollinated, the time required for a pollen tube to enter the 
ovule was 34.111 and 22.911 under i r ~  riitro and in uiuo condit,ions, 
respectively. 'I'hc diffcreilce of 10 11 was also observed in  earlier studies (Mercy 
et rrl., 1971b). Tlic difference noticcd under two different conditions could he 
attributed to the nature of the stuclies (irt  vitro vs. irt vioo) or i t  could hc the 
eff'ect of temperature on pollcn tube growth. Growth of chickpca pollen tuhcs 
011 nutric>nt inediurri increases until 35°C and then drops sharply (Jaiwal and 
Mehtn 1983). The present 112 vitro study was under laboratory condit,ions a t  
25 2°C whicll favors the faster pollen tube growth than i t  was reported by 
Jaiwal and Mehta (1983) but slower than its growth in vivo wherc the 
temperatures ranged from 28-36°C (Figure 5). The rise in temperature was 
also supported by extra lights provided to enhance the photoperiod to further 
the flowering i n  the wild Cicer species. The difference in  the two studies nlay 
also be due to relative difference in  receptivity of stigma under two study 
conditions. 
5.3.2 IN INTERSPECIFIC CROSSES 
There was no hinderance a s  such, observed in  pollen germination and 
pelletratio11 of pollen tube on the stigma in  all ii~terspecific ross combinations 
between C. arietinum and the other wild annual Cicer species studied. Thus, 

there was no indication of surface specificity in Cicer species, as reported in 
Vicia faba by Ramsay et nl. (1984). 
In contrast to the findings of Reger and James (1982) who reported 
pollen gerinination and penetration on the stigma as well as nn thc style and 
ovary in sorghum (Sorgfzurn bicolnr (L.) Moench), pearl millet (P (wnrs~ tum 
arnericanunt (L.) 1,eck) and maize (Zen rnays L.), tllc pollen germinated 011 the 
style or ovary wall were unable to penetrate it. Tiltoil and Russell (1983) 
reported pollen gernlinntion and fertilization in soyhe:m, when pollen were 
directly applied to the exciscd ~rynoecium trimmed to expose the placenta and 
ovules. Although, this was not tried in prcscnt study, i t  is a good possibility to  
corlsidcr in Cicer species if there was a pre-fertilization barrier. 
'l'he pollen tuhes were indis t in~~ishable  among the glandular hairs 
present towards the end ofthe style but they could be distinguished clearly near 
t,he ovary. Pollen tubes were c11;iractcrized by irregularly spaced calluse 
deposits and were in soinc respect sinlilar to those of 1'hn.seolus I,. (Hawkins and 
Evans 1973). Thesc results corlfirm thc obsel-vations of Martin (1959) that the 
quantity and distribution of callose are quite variable. 
The rate of growth of foreign pollen tube varied in different cross 
combinations, but i t  was noticed that there was no prcfertilization barrier(s) as 
in all the cases the pollen tube grew as far as the ovary. The diff'ercnce in the 
rate of pollen tube growth betwccr). reciprocal and normal crosses could bc due 
to the difference in the styler tissue and its interaction with the pollen tubc 
(Figure 6). However, this finding is in contrast to that of Mercy and Kaltar 
(1975) who reported a strong pre-fertilization barrier in the for111 of failure of 
pollen germination and lack of penetration of pollen tubes in the styler tissues 
in the cross between C. arietinum and C. soongaricum. C. soongaricunt is 3. 
Figure 6: Time taken for the pollen tubes to reach ovule in the interspecific 
cross combinations in genus Cicer 
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perennial species and presumably, even more distantly related to C. nrietinunt 
than the annual Cicer species used in the present study. In the widest species 
used in present study, C. cuneatum, i t  was observcd that pollen tubes were 
reaching the rnicropyle. 
In cross combinations, where fertilization occurs relatively soon after 
pollination, reciprocal differences might not be important, but in  crosses with 
delayed fertilizatioil this could he relevant to succcss. If fertilization does not 
occur within certain time (24 to 72 11, depending on the species), the ovary turns 
yellowish brown, collapses and the flower drops. However, i t  is worth 
mentioning that during present study the application of solution ofplant growth 
regulators a t  the base of pcclicle wl~ich was pollinated by alien pollen, \vas  fount1 
to delay the flower drop. 'l'his leads to the assumption that the fusio11 of the 
gametcs docs hring about biochemical changes in the ovary hccaust. of which 
flowers do tlot drop. Whether or not the slow pollen tube growth is Ihc only 
factor rendering pistil to abort needs further investigation, but in many 
situations i t  is important to choose the right species as the fenlale parent. 
The reduction in number of pollen tubes occurred between the time 
they enter the stig-ma and the time they reach the ovules, probably due to 
gradual elimination of the less competent pollen tubes. A si~nilar phenomenon 
was also ohserved earlier in self pollinated pistils of C. nrietirtunz (Hawkins and 
Evans, 197:3; Shivanna and Shivanna, 1983). It was observed in the cross 
wheat X rye that presence of crossability gene, Kr, the number of pollen tubes 
reaching the micropyle as high crossable genotypes had more pollen tubes than 
the low crossable ones (Jalani and Moss, 1980). 
One of the common abnormalities observcd in the pollen tube growth 
was the formation of bulbous portions in pollen tubes. This bulbous structure, 
however, did not prevent further pollen tube growth, as entry of the pollell t ~ ~ b e  
into the ovule was observed despite this abnormality. Some other abnormalit,ies 
recorded were curled pollen tubes, twisted pollen tubes and branched pollen 
tubes. Similar abnormalities have also been reported in interspecific crosses in 
Medicc~go (Sangduen et al., 1983) and also when sorghum was crossed with 
maize and pearl millet (Rager 311d James, 1982). In the present stud$: these 
ab~lorxrlalities were notlinlited to any piirti~ular interspecilic cross, but occurred 
randomly. 'Phc fact that these abnormalities were not a signiticant harrier to 
fertilizat.ion was demonstrated hy their presence even in tllc crosses between 
(3. c~rietirlur7i and C. reticulaturn. 'l'llis cross is not only readily nccomplishcd as 
intraspeciiic cross in C. aricti?~um, but also gives fcrtilc stable hybrids 
(1,adizinsky and Adler, 1976a,b). 
5.4 POLLEN MORPHOLOGY 
5.4.1 POLLEN MORPHOI.,OGY OF Cicer SPECIES 
Scalllling electron microscopy of the pollen grains in genus Clccr 
revealed very clearly that tliere was not much difference in the pollen of 
different species. Combining the present data with that obtained by various 
other workers Wishnu-Mitre and Sharma, 1962; Gapochka , 1974; Clarke and 
Kupicha, 197G; Almad, 1988) for Cicer species, i t  can be concluded that the 
genus Cicer is stenopalynous since all the species studied have ge~leral 
similarity in pollen morphology, and the differences were not so prominent as 
to use i t  to study the species relationship in the genus Cicer. But some 
relationslip can be worked out looking a t  the characters of individual pollen 
belonging to different species. There is a clear relationship between 
C. echinospernzurn, C. judaicum, C. bijugur?i., C. pinnntifidunz, and 
C. chorassanicum as the values of PIE ratio and number of brochi/lO prn2 ill 
these species seem to follow an  order where C. nrietinunz and C, ec/~,itzospermr~m. 
showed the largest values of P/E ratio and C. chorassar~icunz has the smallest, 
whereas, C. cuneatunt fell apart from this group (Figure 7), while 
C. reticulntunz showed the largest value for number of brochi/10pn2 of the pollcn 
grain and C. cunentunz and C. chornssanicunz showed the lowest values 
(Figure 8). 
However, some differcnccs in pollen morphology were evident, specially 
C. chornssnnicunz and C. bijugunz, showing gross morpholo~~cal differences ns 
compared to other species. Pollen grains of these two species are sliglltly 
smuller than the other Ciccr species. More pronlinently, these species show 
syncolporate colpi, which was not ohserved in other species. 'Phis charactcl- 
could he of sorne evolutionary value. Syncolporate colpi were observed 
previously in C. cizorassatzicunz (Clarkc and Kupicha, 1976; Ahmad, 1!)88), 
C:. b~jugunt (Ahmad, 1988) and also in many perennial Clccr. species (Gapochka, 
1974; Clarke and Kupicha, 1976). This character rnay be associated with 
prin~itivcness ofa species, and accordingly i t is  suggested that C. chorns.san ~crit?? 
and C:. 61'jugurrz are more primitive than other wild annuti1 Ciccr species and it  
seems they arc more closer to perennial species, as i t  is known that annual 
specics are evolved from the perennial species (Gupta and Bald, 1983). 
Pollei1 characters which are considered to indicate the primitiveness 
of a particular species arc: small pollell size, long ectocolpi, ectocolpi without 
margo, lolongate endoapertures, reticulate pattern of exinc, thin and 
uninterrupted murri, convex polar and equatorial sides, spheroidal pollen shape 
and small lumina (Punt, 1976). The characters listed above were more or less 
present in all the Cicer species studied, indicating that these Ciccr specics arc 
primitive. 


All the annual Cicer species studied here have lower PA3 ratio, large 
lolongate cndopori with thin margins, broad colpi bordered hy rather wide 
unornamented bands and the reticulate orna~nentation of mesocolpia extending 
to the poles, lnalres Cicer pollen distinctly different from the tlibeviceae. These 
pollen characters arc in support of the exclusion of Cicer from the tribe Viceae 
and placexnent in its own monogeneric tribe Cicereac. 
5.4.2 POLLEN MORPHOLOGY OF INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDS 
The hybrid pollen grains scanned did not resemble either of the 
 parent.^, \v11icI1 confirmed them to be true hybrids. In the crosses involving 
C. n r i c l i ~ r r ~ n ~ X C .  echirzosprrn~unz, colpi arc more deeply placed than those of'thc 
parents. I'oles more pointed than the female parcnt (bot.h Iznhr~Li a n d  r l r s i ) ,  
rese~nbling the wild parent. Slight protrusion of ectoaperture a t  t . 1 1 ~  equator is 
observed in crosses involving C. a r i e t i n z ~ n ~ X C .  reticulaturn n charact.cr present 
in C. retlci~lntunz. 
PIIC ratios of the hybrids involving C. nri~tirtutrr ( ~ c L D I L L ~ )  ;is one of the 
parentsin crosses with both C. reticulntu~n and C. echinosp~rrrlunz, were always 
less than those of either of the parents. However, the value was less than the 
male wild parent and nlore than female desi chickpea parent (Figure 9). This 
call be explained by the fact that P/E ratio of the male wild parent was always 
less than the female kabuLi chickpea parent. But when desi chickpea was used 
as female parent the PIE ratio of the hybrid was more than that of the female 
parent but less than male wild parent. This clearly shows that the greater value 
of PIE ratio is inherited from the male wild parent. 
Hybrids always showed greater number of brochi per 10 pnP than the 
female parent and less than wild male parent, except in the cross C. arietinnnl. 
(desi) X C. echinosper~num where number of brochiIl0 pm2 were less in 
Figure 9: P/E ratios of the pollen grains of the interspecific hybrids of genus Cicer. 
a C. arietinum Hybrid # Cicer species 
Kabuli X C. ret Desi X C. ret Kabuli X C. echi Desi X C. echi 
C. echinosl~errnunz than desi chiclrpea (Figure 10). T l i s  also explains that  the 
character of greater number of brochi was inherited from the male wild parent. 
5.5 SPECIES RELATIONSHIP BASED ON ItESULTS OF 
INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDIZATION 
Chromosome pairing in the interspecific hyhrids is  a valuable tool to 
delerrnine the species relationship (Kimber 1984). (:enus C:tcc?r being lit,tlc 
arnen~tble to the interspecific hybridization, only five i~~terspccific hybrids were 
produced (C. nr t~t in .z~m X C. reticr~latc~m, C:. reticulnlunz X C:. nrtetit~,r~rlr, 
C. r ~ r i ~ t i n u ~ n  X C:. e ~ l ~ , i l ~ o ~ p e r ? 7 ~ ~ 1 ? t ,  C. arietin~t)?, X C. pirrnnttfiduni and 
C. chorassaniourrt X C. pilznntifitlr~~n) and only t h e e  could be char:~ctei-ized 
cytologically (C. nrietinut,~ X C. ~.ctbculatunl, C. reticulntunzXC. c~rietitzl~m and 
C. arictil~ur~t X C:. ecizi t~.os~~ernt~~nt)  duri g the present investigation. Kcst two 
could not sut-vive up to maturity. The hybrids which wcrc characterized 
cytnlog~cally wcrc also studied earlier (Ladizinsky and Adler, 1.97Ga,h; Ahmad, 
1988) and the results of the cytological studies were more or less similar. 
Certain corlclusions can be drawn by pooling all information on 
interspecific hybridization in the genus Cicer. The cultivated cllickpca, 
C. nrietinum, has  so far becn hybridized only with two wild alulual Cicer 
species, C. reticr~Latr~m and C. ecizinosperrnun~, apart  from the new hybrid 
produced durirlg the prcscnt study with C. pinnntifidun~, wlich could not 
survive up to flowering to carry out cytolo~ical studies. 1,oolung to the results 
of the cytological studies with the two hybridsit becomes clear that  C. ari~t inur?~ 
is  genetical] y closer to C. rcliculntun~ than C. c c h i ~ ~ o s ~ ~ c r ? n u ~ n ,  si ce it regularly 
forms eight bivalcnts with the former species (present study, 1,adizinsky and 
Adler, 1976a; Ahmad, 1988), while i t  forms a quadrivalent at metaphasc I and 
differ by a reciprocal translocatiorl from the later species (present study, 
Figure 1O:Nurnber of brochill OP m' in the pollen grains of 
interspecific hybrids in genus Cicer. 
u 
Kabuli X C. re! Desi X C. ret Kaouli X C. echi Desi X C.  echi 
Ladizi~lslry and  Adler, 19764 .  Closely related species differ genetically fro111 one 
atlotller with regard to one or a few genes, and  thus  a genetic barrier between 
the species can exist without cytological differences. However, there can I,(? no 
unsurmountable cytological ohstaclcs if no differences i n  genes between t,he 
species a r c  present (l,arnprecht, 1948). The hyb~idizat ion between ( 2 .  artctil1 I L I ~  
and  C, pilt1zntifidun~ produced a hybrid plant  wl ich  was albino and could not 
survive for nlorc than  20 days i n  all  genotypic combinations regardless of thc 
route of i ts  production, thrnugh irl uitro errlbryo rescue, or through artificial 
pollination. 'Phis proved tha t  C. rrrtc~tbrruni. is more distant  to C. pirl.nntifiirlr~nl, 
t,llnn i t  i s  t,o C. reticl~latr~lr~ and C. cchirzosrjcrr?run1.. Thus, the  results obtai~led 
Li-on1 the present study, and  elsewhere, indicate closer phylojienctic affinity 
a m o n g  . c t r i f t i u ?  ( y .  rclticlr~atunl and C:. ~ ~ ~ ~ I I . O S P ( : ~ I ? Z I L ) ? ? . ,  thilll 
C. ~,blrl~rrlific-Il~lt~,. C. arifltirzl~n~ is more distantly rclntccl to thc  rcrnaining n n n ~ l n l  
wild species. 'l'his agrees wil.11 llie earlier studies where C. ynrnctshitclr~ was also 
includecl, and  no interspecific llybl-ids were produced betweet1 C. ariclinirr)?. a n d  
these species. 
I'hylogcnetically the  three species, C:. pir~nc~t i f idr~n~,  C. juclcrlcurtl and 
C. Dlj'rlgur,~ are  quite close. Morphology of C. pilzl~ntifidunz and  C. judnictnrn, 
indicate t h a t  they a re  very similar to each other, such tha t  they have often been 
treated a s  variants  of t hc  same species (Mercy ct (11. 1974a), while C. hijrc,gr~~~ 
is morphologicdly distinct. Ahmnd (1988) was able to produce the h y h ~ i d  
between C. pinnatifitlr~~n X C. judaicurn, while Ladizinsky and Adler (197Ci.b) 
were able to produce al l  three hybrids, viz., C. judaicunt X C. p~r~natifirlun?, 
C. piltnntifrdunz X C. blj'ugrint a n d  C. judaicl~nt X C. Dijugun1. Meiosis in 
hybrids involving these three species was cllaracterized mainly by bivalent 
association and occasional univalent formation (Ladizinsky and Adler, 
19761-3). 'rhc hybrid C. pirl~tatifidurn X C. Dijugr~ln produced fewer univalents 
than the hybrid ( 7 .  judaicum X C. pinnntifidum. 'rhus, data on cliromoson~c 
pairing in these three hyhrids indicate that C. pirznatifidr~nt and C. j r~daicr~n~ 
are substa~ltially difrerent genetically and should be treated as two diffct-cnt 
species, not mcrely variants of the same species. F~~rthermore, (I. pinnatificil~nl. 
is cytogenctically closer to C. bijz~gunz than it  is to C. jutlaicunz. 011 the othcr 
hand, the hybrid C. juda ic t~n~  X C. ch.orassa~zicum. which survivcd up to 
flowering, was characterized by rrlany univalents, indicating little genetic 
holnology between these two spccics (Ahmad, 1.988). Furthermore, thc hybrid 
C. chorc~ssurzicunz X C. plrzirntificlunz (Present study, Allmad 1988) produced 
albino I?, plants. Thus C:, chorassc~nicunz is isolatcd genetically fi-urn three 
spccics, C. pirzrra,tifidunr, C. judntrum and C. Diji~gi~r?~. 
(:rossahility groups recognized by Ladizinslcy and Adlct- (1'37(ib), i n  
which scvcn annual Cicer- spccics wcrc placccl, such that interspeciric llyhrids 
l>eLween the groups wcrc not readily produced but could he produced witllin 
grnups. 'l'hus, C, arlclinun~, C. rf:tir:ulntun~ and C. ~?rhbr~,os~~rr-nl,r~~~l. fi~ mcd 
group I, while C. pbnrtnttfidic?~r, (.: judnicunt and C. bi~'ugur71. hrr~ied 
group 11. 'rhc third group comprised of a single species, C. cz~nentrLr1~. The 
results of prescnt st,udy and that of Ahmad (1988) supported Ladizinsky and 
Adler's group I and Group 111. However, support to their group I1 is lcss 
definite, partially because of the fact that no crosses were successfiilly produccd 
with C. hijugunt in this study. The lack of any successful crosses with 
C. hijugurn i11 this and earlier studiesmay relate to the fact that C. bijl~gii171. was 
rather difficult to grow up to flowering stage, delayed and fewer number of 
flowers were produced, excessive flower drop and problcms in release of pollen 
grains from anthers were noticed. Furthermore, Ladizinsky and Adlcr (197Bb) 
did not study C. chornssanicum. The hybrid C. arietini~rn X C. pin11atifidunl. 
which was produced in this study did make it clear that C. pin.rtc~tifidr~nt is
closer to C. arietinurn than rest of the species of group I1 are. This is also proved 
by the karyotypic asymmetry of the species where C:. pi?zrznbifitlunz finds its 
place in thc 2B group along with C:. arietinur?~ (Table 14). Thc two crosses, 
C. chnrnssanic~~nt X C. pi~uzatifidut~~ (present study, Ahmad, 1.988) and 
C. judntcunt XC. ckornssnnicurn (Ahmad, 1988) suggest that C. chorcrssattic~~rn 
should be included in thc group 11. 'Phe presence of C. cun.entunz by itself in 
group 111 is supported by the present and earlier studies (Nunad, 
1988). Although, Sing11 and Sing11 (1989) reported the production of the hyhrid 
C. nri~ti~l.unl X (:. curzentunt through embryo rcscuc but the hybrid was 
sterile. Another species, C. ynmnshttae, not included i11 present study, could not 
be succcssfully hyl~ridized with any of the other annual Cicer species (Ahmad, 
1988) and, thcrcfore, could be placed in a sep~irate group IV. Previously, based 
on int.erspecific crossahility, SlnirrloKet (LI. (1981) indicatccl that, i t  could he 
placed in group 11, even though no crossability data were provided. 'I'hus, as 
supported by Alunad (1988), unt,il data arc available to disprove it, 
C. ynn~n.shitne should be placed in group TV by itself. 
Harlan and de Wet (1971) recognized three different gene pools, 
according to the difficulty in interspecific hybridization and gene transfer 
11ctween them. The primary gene pool (GP-1) consists of the cultivatecl species 
and the wild species that intercross easily with the cultivated species to produce 
fertile hybrids which have good cl~rornosomc pairing and normal genetic 
segregation. 'l'hc secondary gene pool (GP-2) includes those biological specics 
which, although crossable, produce hybrids with high sterility and poor 
chromosornc pairing. Both interspecific crosscs and gene transfer are possiblc 
and no special techniques, such as embryo rescue, are I-equircd. The tertiary 
gem pool (GP-3) includes species that can cross with the species under study, 
but only wit,h the assistance of special techniques such as embryo rescue, bridge 
hybridization, grafting and tissue culture. 
On the basis of the above classification, and supported by cytological 
data, C. arietinr~nt and C!. reticulaturn should be placcd in GP-1 and 
C. cchinospernzum in GP-2. The remaining Cicer species, C. judnicunz, 
C. h(jrlgr~m, C. chorns.sn.?licunt, C. cunenlum and C. yamnshttac? should be placed 
in GP-3, since 11yb~id.c; between these species and (I. nrtctinrcnt could not he 
successf~illy prod~iced in either the present study or in the previous studies, 
although, sonie hybrid plants were produced in the cross C. aric?ttnu?~l. X
C. pltrnatifitlunt. that did not survive for rnore Ilia11 20-25 days, and C. 
pinnc~tifidi~rn would bc coilsidered as part of GP-3. 
Being n~tii~ily an Asian crop, chiclrpen has heel1 ilcglcctcd hy worlcers 
in Europe and Anlrrica. As a result, in comparison to wheat, barlcy and pea, 
littlc inrornlation regarding the origin of cultivated chickpea and its wild 
progenitor is available (Gupta and Uahl, 1983). Other reasons for lack of study 
irr this crop are the inadequacy of world collections of annual and perennial 
species of Crccr and tlle difficulty in rnaking interspecific crosses due to the 
small size and cleistoganlous nature of tlze flowers (Allmad, 1988). Results 
obtained in present study and elsewhere (Ladizinsky and Adler, 1975, 1976a; 
Ahmad, 1988) supported tlle belicf that C. reticr~latum is the progenitor species 
of the cultivated chiclrpca, wllich is also evident fro111 several lines of studies, 
viz., small niorphological differences presumably coiltrolled by few genes, non- 
shattering nature of the pods, the ease of crossability, normal meiosis in lq ,  
hybrids, and sillrilaritics in lraryotype. In fact, these two species are geiletically 
so close that i t  has hecn suggested that C. reticulatl~m is n subspecies of 
C. arictinuln (Morcno and Cubero, 1978). 
The first essential step i n  the evolution ofannual legumes is, evolutiorl 
to annual state from the perennial state. Thus, discovery of the wild a l ~ l ~ u a l  
a~lcestor of chickpea represents evolution only a t  the secondary level and more 
work will be needed to discover the ancestral perennial species a t  prilnary 
level. Nevertheless, until this is  settled, C:. reticulntum should he corlsidered as 
the progcnitor of cultivated chickpea. Cicer reticulat r~tn and C. ~ c h i n ~ s p ~ r ~ ~ ~ z ~ ~ ~ ~  
are restricted to difl'crent parts of Turkey and occupy different ecological nichcs 
(Ladiziuslcy and Adler, 197%). Cic~er rettcz~lalum is apparently cllclernic to 
south-cast Turkey, which also is the central part of the traditional Fcrlile 
Crescent wliere wheat, barley, pea and probahly also lcntil were clomcsticated 
(Zohary and Hopf, 1988). It is very likely that  chickpea was also domesticated 
there, altllough it has I~ccri rnuch less cornmorz in  tile r c m a i ~ ~ s  unearthed in 
~lrchaeological excavations. Chickpea secd is characterized having protruding 
bcalc of various lcngtl~s and shapes whicll call easily hrcnlc oK or he destrnycd 
by fire, thus hecoming almost indistinguishable fro111 carbonizc~l pea. 
The tlcsi type chiclcpea is regarded as a prirnitive type, froin which 
kahr~li type cliclrpea cvolved through mutation, ~ u l d  selection for large light 
colored seccls and white flowcr color (Morello and Chbcro, 1978). Thus, tllc 
suggested evolutionary sequence will IIC from C. reticulalum, the wild progenitor 
to C. ctrictinunt, first the primitive desi typc chickpea ~ i n d  the11 more rcccnt 
kahr~li  type chickpea are evolvcd. li.ecently, on the basis of t11c rccovery o f  (lcsi 
typc segregants in F:, from knbuli chickpea X C. retici~latl~nt cross, 
Jaiswal et al. (1984) presented evidence suggcsti~lg the possibility that  kabuli 
types are  of a more primitive origin and that  the ciesi types evolved a s  a 
consequence ofirltrogression of C. reticulntzr?~t. into (.he Izabuli type chickpea, and 
all the three :- desi clickpea, knbuli chickpea and Ci. rctlculatr~ni,, may have 
originated independently from a wild progenitor. 
'l'hc wild Cicer species are very poorly represented i l l  the world 
gcrmplasm (van der Macsen, 1987). I t  is very important not only to collect more 
accessions of these wild Cicer species, but also to successfully maintain and 
systematically evaluate thcrn to get better information on thc traits that  could 
132 used in  chiclrpea improvement. 
Successful interspecific hybridization is  difficult to i~chievc in the genus 
Ciccr (Lt~clizinsky and Adler, 197611; P~ulclir a n d  van cler mncscn, 1983; Ahnlad, 
1988). Tllc prcse~l t  study also illciicatcs t,he same, since only one unreported 
i~llerspccilic hyl.)r-id (C:, nrictil~r~nz X C .  pinnnttfirlu17f.) could be pl-c-)duced, which 
was albino uric€ norl-vial~le. C.pir1.ncztifirLr~r71, being plnccd just after 
(T. e c / ~ i r ~ . s ~ r r . ~  i l l  t,he crnss:d)ility group (T,ndizinsky and Acilrr 197(ih) 
showing sucll difficul1,y ~ I I  crossing will1 cultivated chiclcpea, pr-ovcs thc difficulty 
other spccics would posc i n  crossinz with cult.ivated chickpea. 
It is clear froill tllc PI-csent as  wcll as earlier studics (Ahmad 1988) 
tha t  there is  a strong post-fertilizution barrier to the intersl~ccific kybridization 
in  the genus (:rccr. Several approaches to ovcrconle early emhryo :ibortion need 
to be investigated. Tlie approach of' kipplying plant growth regulators in order 
to stirnulate or enhallcc ernbryo clcvcloprne~~l, helpecl to get a new hyl~ricl 
C. ar i c t i r l r~n~XC.  pinnntlfiirlun~ wllicli otherwise was never obtained. 'l'his also 
helped in obtaining large llumhcr of seeds of other hyhrids. 111 vilro embryo 
culturc technique was also investigated in view of r e s c ~ i n g  wide crosses, which 
were not possible to get under field conditio~ls. 
Tho emhryos of other hybrids were very slow in growth therefore, by 
the time i t  was possible to excise them and culture on the media they had 
already started showirlg signs of abortion, and could iwt be rescucd. 'I'hercf'ore, 
ovules of these hybrids were excised and cultured on the ovule culture incdia, 
so a s  to get the  hybrid embryo rescued. Ru t  this could not be achieved because 
of eventuk~l hrowning a n d  dea th  of ovules, after initial slow growth. In the 
present study, i t  ha s  been shown clearly tha t  interspecific hyb~idizat ion 
barrier(s1 between C. aric.ltnun?, a n d  t.hc wild annual  Ciccr species is of post- 
fertilization nature.  The  results of errlbryo rescue also proved tha t  the  cnlhryo 
al>ort,ion in  the  wide crosses takes plilce so early tha t  i t  coulcl not be rescued 
t,hrough embryo culturc. The liybl-id ovules when culturcd in vitr.0 in liquid 
~ n e d i t ~ m ,  dicd within a week of culturc, suggesting, either tllc media was not 
appropriate for t.llc ovulc culturc of'interspccific hybricis in genus Cicer- or a 
strong ef'fcfcct of surroundiny: mat.crna1 tissue on the developing hybrid cnihryo 
inside the ovule. l3cvelopnlcnt of an approprialc ovulc culture nlcdia fnr 
rescuing intcrspccific hyh~i t i s  ill genus Clccr and the metliod uf' cmbryo 
i1~1p1nntat.ion sl~oulcl Ilc 11aecl where the  hyhrid t>mbryo is renloved hefhrc it. gct,s 
ahorled unci kept. or1 the liurse t.ndospcrni of female parent s l~ould he 
ulldcrtakcn. This  will clin~in:ite t.he ellkct ol 's~wroundi~ig tissue to the growing 
clubl.yo which rnigllt 1,c bccuuse of the effhct of Ill(? deleterious gcne(s) 
present. 'L'llc rcsult,s of present s tudy call be supported by the  fkct t h a t  during 
speciation and evolution, population rlifferurltiatcs morphologically, 
pl.~ysiologically, and/or gclletically to all extent tha t  each one hecorrles a dislinct 
entity warranting a unicluc taxonon~ic s t ,ut t~s.  licprotluct,ivc isolation a t  some 
stage prevents the gene flow among them, and the  taxa are  then described a s  
incompatible wi th  each othcr. 
In spite of normal pollcn ge~-nina t ion  and  pollen tube growth, fusion 
hetween the two garrletes may not occur; i n  the  event of a normal fcrlilization 
the  resulting hyhrid zygote may collapse ally tirnc before i t  dcvelops into an 
embryo or a seedling. Such a phcnomrnon may be due  to lethality [ c . ~ . ,  
Gossypiurn dnuitlsolzii when uscd :is parent  in  crosses with nlost C ; ~ S S . ~ ~ ~ I I I ) L  
taxa (T,ee, 1981)], genic disharmony, inefficient endosperm, or the failure of the 
crnbryo. While attempting to introduce beneficial foreign genes across 
intcrspecific barriers i n  plants, some deleterious genes also find their way into 
the embryo sac. These lat ter  genes apparently interfere with the growth of the 
embryo, cndosperm and nlateri~al  tissue, leading to crnbryo lethality and 
collapse of seeds. In  few cases hybricl seeds and seedlings were formed, which 
then developed into plants, hut  these were sterile due to rnciotic ~ r r ~ g u l a r i t i e s  
'L'hey did not proclucc gamctcs, and not forrrlcd fruits and seeds Intcrspccitlc 
~ncompatibility is hclicvcd to bc cotitrollcd by one gcnc or :I group of gencs and 
is ofte~l accompanied by zygotic und post-zygotic inviahilit y (Sastn,  1984 1 
Spc.cics ill secondary a n d  tertiary gene pools, althoufih d~tflcult to 
exploit, are nwre lllcely to possess desirable traits rnissin~; in the primary gcile 
1,001 'l'hus, i t  is important to rcscuc the embryos involving t l~csc  spccics so that  
Iiybritl plants can be raised to assess their potential for further 
crossing. Manipulations in  embryo rescue tecllnique such as  implantatio~l ol' 
growing I~ybrid eriibryosin n nurse tissue, culturing in tllc ovule culture nlediurn 
and using induced tctraploicls in the breeding program so as  to nullify any effect 
of chromosoine segmellt elinlitxition, are sornc of the possibilities which should 
1)e cxplorctl. Only then thc  potential of wild Cicer species for genetic 
improvcmcnt of the cultivated chickpea wlll1,e realized. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMAJ3Y & CONCLUSIONS 
'l'he cultivated chiclipea, Cicer- crr-ietirzunt L., and scvcll wild annua l  
Ciccr species, viz., C. r -e t i c~~la t~~rn  Lad., C. ec/~irrus11errr~1~1)1 Ilav., I:. pirl.rl(rtifi~l~~112. 
<I. Ss S., C. jutlnicun~ Boiss., (2. Gi,j~~gr~n?. ltich., C!. ritor-nssnnicurrl. (13jie.I M .  l'op., 
and C. c.:unccttur~t. 12ich. were studied to gain information to assist in gene 
transfer through interspecific hybridization. St.lidics on i~lterspecific 
hybridixation illcluded illvestigntio~l of prc-fertilixation barrier(s) and 
cytogelletic study of interspecific hyhrids. Spccies rclationsllips anlong tllc 
alll~ual Cicer specics were investigatetl hy lruryotyping, clcctl.on microscopy of  
pollen grains, pollen-pistil interaction studies and bascd on the results of 
interspecific hybridixation. The hybrids were charactcrizcd rnoq~hologically, 
cytologically and by elcctron microscopy of pollen grains. 
The follo\Ying conclusions wcrc drawn from the present study: 
(1) The Ibllowing illterspecific hyhrids wcrc produccd and cl~aructe~izecl 
cytologically, palynologically, and morphologicaily : 
C. nr i e t t i~n i )~  X C:. rel,icuLtrl,l~rn, C. reliculatunz X ( 2 .  arietiiz.uin., 
C:. c~rictlnllr)l. X C!. echlno,s~)err~z~~r1~. 
The cross (:, c / ioras . sanir l~~~~ XC:. p i r l / ~ c r I i f i ~ / ~ ~ t ~ ) ,  whicli prod11ced illbi~lo 
secdlirlg wtlicll died a few clays after germination as  had hcen rcportccl 
carlicl-. 
( 2 )  11 i ~ c w  hylwicl, C. r/i*ic?tllt7~11~ X C:. ~ ~ i ~ l ~ l ~ ~ t i f i ( i z ~ i ) i , ,  was produced for tlle 
first t,imc thrnugh crnt~ryi~ rcscuc. 'l'hc hyhritl seedlings obtained wcre 
albino and did not survive. 
( 3 )  (,' ur~cjt ~ ~ L L L T ~ Z ,  P, r(41(~z~lr~ti~i11 , C. ~J(,II I i~osp(~rrn z ~ t ~  LIIIL~ C pin r~(~t !r ! (Lu~n 
have similar karyotypc with a higher level oC asy~nrrletry nncl Inrgcr 
chromnsomcs than that  of the rclnailli~lg ct annual Cicer species 
studied. 
(4) All cight annual Ciccr spccics studiccl were diploid with a somatic 
chromosome numbcr of 16. 
(5) Meiosis was normal i l l  all cight species and eiglit bivalcnts were 
regularly fornled. 
C. ariet inum chromosomes paired normally with t.hose of 
C. reticulatz~nz. In the present material, i t  i s  logical to assume tha t  
there is no cytological barrier to cross bctwccn the two species. The 
nleintic s tudy in  the reciprocal cross corlfirrns the previous view tha t  
C. arletirtz~n~. and C. reticrrluturr~ dilT'er by a translocation and a 
pnraccntiic inversion. 'l'hc other prob~ible cause for thc  reciproc:~l 
clitYcrcnce could he materrla1 cytoplns~n. 
(7)  The  hybrid C. nrietirzuru. X C. eciz.inos~~c!rr~zur?~, was characterized 
cytologically by a cluadrivalent, illdicating tha t  these t.wo species 
cliffcrcd hy n reciprocul t ranslocat , io~~.  
( 8 )  Irl tile pollen-pistil intcrnct,ion st,udic?s in boll1 it!.-uivo alld irl-vitro 
c o r ~ d i t i o ~ ~ s  pollen tuhcs crltcrcd thc ovules iri all ir~terspecific cl-osscs 
1:ctwccrl C. t trietitzr~n~ and the wild spccit:~ including ~.ccipt-nr:al c~.ossos. 
0-1) Nnlhr.,yo w a s  L'or~~ied ill crosses between C. n r i t ~ i ~ r l u n ~  a cl the wild 
spccics, t ~ i t  the growth was extremely slow i n  all cross combinations 
cxccpt in crosses wit11 C. r c l i c i ~ l a t i ~ n ~ ) .  However, embryos aborted 6-15 
d :~ys  after pollination. Thus, the barrier(s) lo interspecific 
hyhridizntion occurred post-fertilization. 
(10) Variation among species fbr pollen moq~hnlogy was minimal and,  this 
t rai t  was  not useful fbr studying species relationships. Hut thc  hybrids 
obtained during the  study were characterized by differcnccs in shape 
(PIE ratio) and  number of brochi/lU pniL 
(11) Icaryotypic and  cytogcnetic studics indicate t ha t  C. c~riclinl~rn, 
C. r~ t ic i~ la tunl ,  and  C. ccltinospcrr?1ur,111 a rc  gcnctically related, 
C:. rrtirulc~turll bcing the  closest relative of C arirtirlz~n,. 
The problenl of albino plnrlts observcd in the crosses C. crri~tinunl X 
C. pinncrtlfrdr~n~ and C. c h o r n s s n ~ ~ ~ c u m  X C. p ~ n ? ~ n t i f i d i ~ n z  could be hecause of 
the genetic diffcrcrlces or the e l i ~ l l i n a t i o ~ ~  f chromosome segnlcnt from one of 
the parents. This rliuy he overcorne by using difYcrent accessions, or by induc~ng 
polyploidy in one or both parents i n  the crossing programs and then selecting 
green plants i n  the hybrid population. 
I t  was concluded tha t  t8hc gelleticvarinbility present in C. relicnLntr~~)t. 
and C. c ? c : / t ~ i l l o . s ~ ~ e r ~ n r ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  could he prese~lt,ly ut,ilized with little or n o  difficulty for 
the jicnc?t.ic improvcmcnt of t,hc cciltivatecl chickpea. However, utilization 01' 
genetic vari:~l~ility in t.lie r e m a i n i ~ ~ g  five wild spcci[!s will have to await, 
clcvelopmcnt of' itppropriatc i l l .  oilro technology t,o overcome the strong post- 
Sertilizatio~l harricr(s) to il~terspecif;c hyhridi~ation. 
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